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LANGEVIN DYNAMICS WITH CONSTRAINTS AND

COMPUTATION OF FREE ENERGY DIFFERENCES

TONY LELIÈVRE, MATHIAS ROUSSET, AND GABRIEL STOLTZ

Abstract. In this paper, we consider Langevin processes with mechanical
constraints. The latter are a fundamental tool in molecular dynamics simula-
tion for sampling purposes and for the computation of free energy differences.
The results of this paper can be divided into three parts. (i) We propose a
simple discretization of the constrained Langevin process based on a splitting
strategy. We show how to correct the scheme so that it samples exactly the
canonical measure restricted on a submanifold, using a Metropolis-Hastings
correction in the spirit of the Generalized Hybrid Monte Carlo (GHMC) algo-
rithm. Moreover, we obtain, in some limiting regime, a consistent discretiza-
tion of the overdamped Langevin (Brownian) dynamics on a submanifold,
also sampling exactly the correct canonical measure with constraints. (ii)
For free energy computation using thermodynamic integration, we rigorously
prove that the longtime average of the Lagrange multipliers of the constrained
Langevin dynamics yields the gradient of a rigid version of the free energy
associated with the constraints. A second order time discretization using the
Lagrange multipliers is proposed. (iii) The Jarzynski-Crooks fluctuation re-
lation is proved for Langevin processes with mechanical constraints evolving
in time. An original numerical discretization without time discretization error
is proposed, and its overdamped limit is studied. Numerical illustrations are
provided for (ii) and (iii).

1. Introduction and main results

Free energy is a central concept in thermodynamics and in modern works on bio-
chemical and physical systems. Typical examples studied by computer simulations
include the solvation free energies (which is the free energy difference between a
molecule in vacuo and its counterpart surrounded by solvent molecules) and the
binding free energy of two molecules (which determines whether a new drug can
have an efficient action on a given protein). In many applications, it is actually
the free energy difference profile between the initial and the final state which is a
quantity of paramount importance. It is observed by practitioners that free energy
barriers are a very important element to describe transition kinetics from one state
to the other. For instance, the chemical kinetics of reactions happening in solvents
(such as in the cells of our bodies) are limited by free energy barriers, and can
take place only when the free energy difference between the initial and the final
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state is negative, or at least less than the typical thermal energy. It is therefore
very important to accurately compute free energy differences in order to assess the
likelihood of a certain physical event to happen.

Beside these physical motivations to compute free energy differences, a more
abstract motivation is to overcome sampling barriers encountered when computing
canonical averages (see the discussion in [35, Section 1.3.3]). Indeed, it is often
the case in practice that the trajectories generated by the numerical methods at
hand remain stuck for a long time in some region of the phase space, and hop only
occasionally to another region, where they also remain stuck—a behavior known as
metastability. Chemical and physical intuitions may guide the practitioners of the
field towards the choice of some slowly evolving degree of freedom, called reaction
coordinate in the following, responsible for the metastable behavior of the system.
In this case, free energy techniques can be used to accelerate the sampling. This
viewpoint allows us to consider applications which are not motivated by physical
or biological problems, such as curing sampling issues in Bayesian statistics [7].

In this introductory section, we present the main results and give the outline
of the paper, highlighting the three main contributions of this work. We only
briefly define the concepts we need in this general introduction, and refer the reader
to the following sections (in particular Section 2) for further precisions on the
mathematical objects at hand.

1.1. General setting for molecular dynamics with constraints. We con-
sider mechanical systems with constraints. The configuration of a classical N -body
system is denoted by (q, p) ∈ R

6N . The results of the paper can be generalized
mutatis mutandis to periodic boundary conditions (q ∈ T

3N , where T = R/Z de-
notes the one-dimensional torus), or to systems with positions confined in a domain
q ∈ D ⊂ R

3N . The mass matrix of the system is assumed to be a constant strictly
positive symmetric matrix M . One could typically think of a diagonal matrix
M = Diag(m1Id3, . . . ,mN Id3) ∈ R

3N×3N . The interaction potential is a smooth
function V : R3N → R. The Hamiltonian of the system is assumed to be separable:

H(q, p) =
1

2
pTM−1p+ V (q).

In the present paper, the focus is on the canonical ensemble, which is the equilibrium
probability distribution of microscopic states of a system at fixed temperature (fixed
average energy). For systems without constraints, this ensemble is characterized
by the probability distribution

(1.1) μ(dq dp) = Z−1 e−βH(q,p) dq dp, Z =

∫
R6N

e−βH ,

where Z is the normalizing constant1 ensuring that μ is indeed a probability distri-
bution, and β = (kBT )

−1 is proportional to the inverse temperature. One dynamics
which admits the canonical measure (1.1) as an invariant measure is the Langevin
dynamics (see for instance [35, Section 2.2.3] and references therein):

(1.2)

{
dqt = M−1pt dt,

dpt = −∇V (qt) dt− γ(qt)M
−1pt dt+ σ(qt) dWt,

1The potential V is assumed to be such that Z < ∞.
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where Wt is a standard 3N -dimensional Brownian motion, and γ(q), σ(q) are 3N ×
3N position dependent real matrices which are assumed to satisfy the fluctuation-
dissipation identity

(1.3) σ(q) σT (q) =
2

β
γ(q).

The Langevin dynamics can be seen as some modification of the Hamiltonian dy-
namics with two added components: a damping term−γ(qt)M

−1pt dt and a random
forcing term σ(qt) dWt. The energy dissipation due to the damping is compen-
sated by the random forcing in such a way that the temperature of the system
is T = (kBβ)

−1 (with kB Boltzmann’s constant).
We will consider positions subject to an m-dimensional mechanical constraint

denoted by

ξ(q) = (ξ1(q), . . . , ξm(q))T = z ∈ R
m.

As will become clear below, constrained systems appear in computational statistical
physics in two kinds of contexts (see e.g. [43, Chapter 10], and [12, 35] for appli-
cations to the computation of free energy differences, and [3, 32] for mathematical
textbooks dealing with constrained Hamiltonian dynamics):

(i) for free energy computations, where ξ is a given reaction coordinate parame-
terizing a transition between “states” of interest;

(ii) when the system is subject to molecular constraints such as rigid covalent
bonds, or rigid bond angles in molecular systems.

In the sequel, ξ may be thought of at first reading as a reaction coordinate (case (i)).
Section 4.1 explains how to handle additional molecular constraints (case (ii))
within the same formalism. In any case, the position of the system is constrained
onto the submanifold of codimension m:

(1.4) Σ(z) =
{
q ∈ R

3N
∣∣∣ ξ(q) = z

}
,

and the associated phase space is the so-called cotangent bundle denoted by

(1.5) T ∗Σ(z) =
{
(q, p) ∈ R

6N
∣∣∣ q ∈ Σ(z), ∇ξ(q)TM−1p = 0

}
.

For a given q ∈ Σ(z), the set of cotangent momenta is denoted by

(1.6) T ∗
q Σ(z) =

{
p ∈ R

3N
∣∣∣ ∇ξ(q)T M−1p = 0

}
.

The orthogonal projection on T ∗
q Σ(z) with respect to the scalar product induced

by M−1 is denoted

(1.7) PM (q) = Id−∇ξ(q)G−1
M (q)∇ξ(q)TM−1,

where GM (q) is the so-called Gram matrix associated with the constraints

GM (q) = ∇ξ(q)TM−1 ∇ξ(q).(1.8)

Throughout the paper, we assume that GM is invertible everywhere on Σ(z) (for
all z). It is easily checked that PM satisfies the projector property PM (q)2 = PM (q),
and the orthogonality property

M−1PM (q) = PM (q)TM−1.
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1.2. The constrained Langevin dynamics. For constrained systems, the asso-
ciated canonical distribution is defined by

(1.9) μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) = Z−1
z,0 e

−βH(q,p) σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp),

where σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) is the phase space Liouville measure of T ∗Σ(z), and Zz,0 the
normalizing constant (z refers to the position constraint, and 0 to the velocity or
momentum constraint, see (2.15) below). See Section 2.3 for precise definitions.

A dynamics admitting the constrained canonical measure (1.9) as an invari-
ant equilibrium measure is the following Langevin process (“CL” stands for “con-
strained Langevin”): For a given initial condition (q0, p0) ∈ T ∗Σ(z),

(CL)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
dqt = M−1pt dt,

dpt = −∇V (qt) dt− γ(qt)M
−1pt dt+ σ(qt) dWt +∇ξ(qt) dλt,

ξ(qt) = z, (Cq)

where the R
m-valued adapted2 process t �→ λt is the Lagrange multiplier asso-

ciated with the (vectorial) constraint (Cq), and γ(q), σ(q) are again assumed to
satisfy (1.3). Note that (qt, pt) ∈ T ∗Σ(z) for all t ≥ 0. Then, averages of an
observable A : R6N → R with respect to the distribution (1.9) can be obtained
as longtime averages along any trajectory of the dynamics (CL) (when PMγPT

M is
symmetric positive on Σ(z)):

(1.10) lim
T→+∞

1

T

∫ T

0

A(qt, pt) dt =

∫
T∗Σ(z)

AdμT∗Σ(z) a.s.

This is made precise in Section 3. Several recent studies (e.g. [24, 25, 47, 9])
have analyzed dynamics similar to (CL) and some appropriate discretization of the
process in order to approximate the left-hand side of (1.10).

The first contribution of our work is to propose a simple discretization of the
dynamics (CL) and to highlight its remarkable properties. The numerical scheme
is based on a splitting strategy between the Hamiltonian and the thermostat part;
see equations (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) below (in the spirit of the scheme proposed in [4]
in the unconstrained case). The Hamiltonian part is discretized using a Verlet
scheme with position and momentum constraints (the so-called RATTLE scheme,
see [33]). We show that this discretization enjoys the following properties: (i) for
some choice of the parameters, an Euler discretization of the overdamped Langevin
dynamics (also called Brownian dynamics) with a projection step associated with
the constraints is obtained (see equation (3.23) and Proposition 3.6); (ii) it can
be completed by a Metropolis-Hastings correction to obtain a Generalized Hybrid
Monte Carlo (GHMC) method sampling exactly (i.e. without any bias due to
time-discretization) the constrained canonical distribution (1.9) (see Algorithm 3.5
below). The so-obtained numerical scheme is close to the ones proposed in [25, 24,
23]. See also [16, 37] for historic references on Hybrid Monte Carlo methods, and [28]
for GHMC. One output of this part is thus a new Metropolization procedure for
overdamped Langevin dynamics to sample, without bias, measures with support a
submanifold.

2I.e. a random variable depending only on the past values of the Brownian motion.
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1.3. Free energy computations. The free energy F : Rm → R associated with
the reaction coordinates ξ : R3N → R

m is defined as −β−1 times the log-density
of the marginal probability distribution of the reaction coordinates ξ under the
canonical distribution (1.1). Explicitly, it is defined through the following relation:
for any test function φ : Rm → R,

(1.11)

∫
Rm

φ(z) e−βF (z) dz =

∫
R6N

φ(ξ(q))μ(dq dp).

In other words, e−βF (z) dz is the image of the measure μ by ξ, and F can be seen
as an “effective potential energy” associated to ξ.

Computing the free energy profile z �→ F (z) (up to an additive constant inde-
pendent of z), or free energy differences between two states F (z2)−F (z1) is a way
to compare the relative probabilities of different “states” parameterized by ξ. This
is a very important calculation for practical applications; see [6, 35]. A state should
be understood here as the collection of all possible microscopic configurations (q, p),
distributed according to the canonical measure (1.1), and satisfying the macroscopic
constraint ξ(q) = z. Since we only focus on computing free energy differences, F
is defined up to an additive constant (independent of z, denoted by C below, and
whose value may vary from line to line) and can be rewritten as:

(1.12)

F (z) = − 1

β
ln

∫
Σ(z)×R3N

e−βH(q,p) δξ(q)−z(dq) dp

= − 1

β
ln

∫
Σ(z)

e−βV (q) δξ(q)−z(dq) + C,

where δξ(q)−z denotes the conditional measure on Σ(z) satisfying the following

identity of measures in R
3N : dq = δξ(q)−z(dq) dz (see Section 2.3 for more precisions

on this relation).
However, when using constrained simulations in phase space, the momentum

variable of the dynamical system is also constrained, and a modified free energy
(called “rigid free energy” in the sequel, see Remark 3.3 below for a justification of
the term “rigid”) is more naturally computed; see Section 3. The latter is defined
as

FM
rgd(z) = − 1

β
ln

∫
T∗Σ(z)

e−βH(q,p)σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp).(1.13)

The superscript M indicates that this free energy depends on the considered mass
matrix, even though this is not clear at this stage (see (4.3) below). The above two
definitions of free energy are related through the identity:

(1.14) F (z)− FM
rgd(z) = − 1

β
ln

∫
T∗Σ(z)

(detGM )−1/2dμT∗Σ(z) +C,

where μT∗Σ(z) is the equilibrium distribution with constraints (1.9). The rela-
tion (1.14), already proposed in [12] (see also [14, 18, 45, 26] for related formulas),
is proved at the beginning of Section 4. For any value of the reaction coordinate, the
difference F (z) − FM

rgd(z) can then be easily computed with any method sampling

the probability distribution μT∗Σ(z), such as (CL).
Several methods have been suggested in the literature to compute either F or

FM
rgd from the Lagrange multipliers of a constrained process similar to (CL). We

refer, for instance, to [12] (and references therein) for the Hamiltonian case, and
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to [9] (and references therein) for the overdamped case. The second contribution
of this paper is twofold: (i) we rigorously prove that the longtime average of the
Lagrange multipliers in (CL) converges to the gradient of the rigid free energy (1.13)
(the so-called mean force); (ii) we then show that the latter mean-force can be
computed with second order accuracy (i.e. up to O(Δt2) error terms, where Δt is
the time-step) using the Lagrange multipliers involved in the Hamiltonian part of
the splitting scheme.

More precisely, the first point (i) amounts to showing that

(1.15) lim
T→+∞

1

T

∫ T

0

dλt = ∇zF
M
rgd(z) a.s.

As compared to [12], where a formal proof for the Hamiltonian case is proposed, we
use an explicit calculation that does not require the use of the Lagrangian structure
of the problem, or a change of coordinates. Once ∇zF

M
rgd(z) is obtained, FM

rgd(z)

can be computed (up to an additive constant) by integration. This procedure is
known as thermodynamic integration. Note that using (1.15) and thermodynamic
integration, together with (1.14), allows us to obtain F (z) without computing sec-
ond order derivatives of ξ. This is a desirable property since computing such high
derivatives may be cumbersome for some reaction coordinates used in practice.
Straightforward computations of the mean force using analytical expressions (see
for instance (4.11)-(4.12)) usually involve such high order derivatives.

The second point (ii) is then based on a discretization of a variant of (1.15),
obtained by subtracting the martingale part of the Lagrange multipliers. This
amounts to averaging the two Lagrange multipliers involved in the RATTLE part
of the scheme; see (4.17)).

We also discuss how these techniques can be generalized to compute the free
energy for systems with molecular constraints; see Section 4.1.

1.4. Jarzynski-Crooks relations and nonequilibrium computations of the
free energy. The last part of this article is devoted to nonequilibrium methods for
free energy computations, based on a Hamiltonian or Langevin dynamics with con-
straints subject to a predetermined time evolution. Such methods rely on a nonequi-
librium fluctuation equality, the so-called Jarzynski-Crooks relation. See [29] for a
pioneering work, as well as [10, 11] for an extension. They are termed “nonequilib-
rium” since the transition from one value of the reaction coordinate ξ to another
one is imposed a priori, in a finite time T , and with a given smooth deterministic
schedule t ∈ [0, T ] �→ z(t) ∈ R

m. In particular, it may be arbitrarily fast. Therefore,
even if the system starts at equilibrium, it does not remain at equilibrium. The out-
of-equilibrium Langevin process we consider to this end is given by the following
equations of motion (“SCL” stands for “switched constrained Langevin”):

(SCL)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
dqt = M−1pt dt,

dpt = −∇V (qt) dt− γP (qt)M
−1pt dt+ σP (qt) dWt +∇ξ(qt) dλt,

ξ(qt) = z(t), (Cq(t))

where t �→ λt ∈ R
m is an adapted process enforcing the constraints (Cq(t)) (the La-

grange multipliers). Initial conditions are sampled from the phase-space canonical
distribution defined by the constraints ξ(q) = z(0) and vξ(q, p) = ∇ξ(q)TM−1p =
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ż(0) (see (2.15)). We restrict ourselves to projected fluctuation-dissipation matrices
of the specific form

(1.16) (σP , γP ) := (PM σ, PM γ PT
M ),

where γ(q), σ(q) ∈ R
3N×3N satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation identity (1.3). Note

that γP , σP also satisfy (1.3). Our analysis also applies to deterministic Hamilton-
ian dynamics upon choosing γ = 0. The dynamics (SCL) is a natural extension of
the constrained Langevin dynamics (CL). It is different from the dynamics pro-
posed in [31], which is a Langevin dynamics associated with a modified Hamiltonian
with projected momenta, driven by a forcing term along ∇ξ which acts directly on
the position variable. As explained below (see (5.3) and the discussion following
this equation), the specific choice (1.16) (rather than considering unprojected ma-
trices γ(q), σ(q) ∈ R

3N×3N ) leads to a simpler analysis and more natural numerical
schemes, based again on a splitting procedure.

As explained in Section 5.3, it is possible to define the work associated with
the constraints exerted on the system between time 0 and T as the displacement
multiplied by the constraining force:

W0,t

(
{qs, ps}0≤s≤t

)
:=

∫ t

0

żT (s) dλs.(1.17)

The third contribution of the present paper is twofold: (i) We derive a new
general Crooks-Jarzynski relation (see Theorem 5.3 below) based on the nonequi-
librium constrained dynamics (SCL) and the associated work defined in (1.17); and
(ii) An original numerical scheme is proposed, which allows us to compute free en-
ergy differences without time discretization error (see Theorem 5.5 below). More
precisely, concerning the first point, the main corollary is given by the following
result. Consider the corrector

(1.18) C(t, q) =
1

2β
ln
(
detGM (q)

)
− 1

2
ż(t)TG−1

M (q)ż(t),

where 1
2β ln detGM (q) is the so-called Fixman term due to the geometry of the po-

sition constraints (see (1.14) and Remark 3.3), and 1
2 ż(t)

TG−1
M (q)ż(t) is the kinetic

energy term due to the velocity of the switching. Then, the free energy profile can
be computed through the following fluctuation identity (see (5.22)):

(1.19) F (z(T ))− F (z(0)) = − 1

β
ln

⎛⎝E

(
e−β[W0,T ({qt,pt}0≤t≤T )+C(T,qT )]

)
E
(
e−βC(0,q0)

)
⎞⎠ ,

where the expectation is with respect to canonical (equilibrium) initial conditions
and for all realizations of the dynamics (SCL).

The numerical scheme mentioned in the second point (ii) above is based on a
modification of the splitting scheme used to discretize the constrained Langevin
dynamics (CL). This modification allows us to take into account the evolving
constraints. Using the symplecticity of the modified RATTLE scheme, we are able
to prove a discrete-in-time version of the Crooks relation, and of the associated
Jarzynski free energy estimator (1.19). Moreover, for some choice of the parameters,
the latter scheme yields a Jarzynski-Crooks relation for an Euler discretization of
the overdamped Langevin (Brownian) dynamics with a projection step associated
with the evolving constraints, without time discretization error. This can be seen
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as an extension of the scheme formerly proposed in [34] (see equation (5.52) and
Proposition 5.6). We also check the consistency of the various free energy estimators
we introduce.

1.5. Organization of the paper. We start with an introduction to the mathe-
matical concepts required for mechanically constrained systems in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 is devoted to the properties and the discretization of mechanically constrained
Langevin processes defined by (CL), and the problem of sampling the canonical dis-
tribution (1.9). Thermodynamic integration with constrained Langevin processes
is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses nonequilibrium constrained Langevin
processes (SCL) and the associated Jarzynski-Crooks fluctuation identity (1.19).

2. Preliminaries

After making precise our notation for matrices and matrix valued functions in
Section 2.1, we introduce some additional concepts required to describe constrained
systems in Section 2.2, and define the phase space measures with constraints in
Section 2.3.

2.1. Notation. Throughout the paper, the following notation is used:

• Vectors and vector fields are by convention of column type. When vectors
are written as a line, they should be understood as the corresponding col-
umn version. For instance, (q, p) ∈ R

6N should be understood as (qT , pT )T ,
where q, p ∈ R

3N are both column vectors.
• Gradients in R

3N (or R6N ) of m-dimensional vector fields are by convention
3N ×m-matrices, for instance,

∇ξ(q) =
(
∇ξ1(q), . . . ,∇ξm(q)

)
∈ R

3N×m,

where ∇ξi(q) ∈ R
3N is a column vector for any i = 1, . . . ,m. Gradients in

the space of constraints parameters z ∈ R
m or ζ ∈ R

2m are denoted with
the associated subscripts, namely ∇z and ∇ζ .

• Second order derivatives in R
3N of m-dimensional vector fields are charac-

terized through the Hessian bilinear form

(2.1) Hessq(ξ)
(
v1, v2

)
=

⎛⎜⎝ vT1 ∇2ξ1(q)v2
...

vT1 ∇2ξm(q)v2

⎞⎟⎠ ∈ R
m,

where v1, v2 ∈ R
3N are test vectors.

• The canonical symplectic matrix is denoted by

(2.2) J :=

(
0 Id3N

−Id3N 0

)
∈ R

6N×6N .

For any smooth test functions ϕ1 : R6N → R
n1 and ϕ2 : R6N → R

n2 , the
Poisson bracket is the n1 × n2 matrix

(2.3) {ϕ1, ϕ2} =
(
∇ϕ1

)T
J ∇ϕ2 ∈ R

n1×n2 .

• For two matrices A,B ∈ R
n×n, A : B = Tr(ATB).
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2.2. Constraints. Contrarily to what is often done in the literature, we avoid
global changes of variables and the use of generalized coordinates. We observe
that global changes of variables are not required for the proofs of the theoretical
results we present, and they are definitely to be avoided in practical numerical
computations whenever possible.

Two useful concepts to study constrained Hamiltonian systems (in particular, to
use the co-area formula in phase space, as well as the Poisson bracket formulation
of the Liouville equation) are the effective velocity vξ and the effective momentum
pξ associated with the constrained degrees of freedom ξ:

(2.4) vξ(q, p) = ∇ξ(q)TM−1p ∈ R
m

and

(2.5) pξ(q, p) = G−1
M (q) vξ(q, p) = G−1

M (q)∇ξ(q)TM−1p ∈ R
m.

Let us emphasize that what we call here the “effective momentum” is in general
different from the “conjugate momentum” introduced in Hamiltonian mechanics.

The expression of the effective velocity is obtained by deriving the constraint ξ
along an unconstrained trajectory of the Hamiltonian dynamics⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

dq̃t
dt

= M−1p̃t,

dp̃t
dt

= −∇V (q̃t),

since dξ(q̃t)
dt = vξ(q̃t, p̃t). The term G−1

M (q) in the expression (2.5) of the effective
momentum may be interpreted as the effective mass of ξ. This can be motivated by
a decomposition of the kinetic energy of the system into tangential and orthogonal
parts, using the projector (1.7) for a given position q ∈ R

3N :

Ekin(p) =
1

2
pTM−1p

=
1

2
pTPM (q)TM−1PM (q)p+

1

2
pT

(
Id− PM (q)

)T
M−1

(
Id− PM (q)

)
p.

The orthogonal part can be rewritten, for any (q, p) ∈ R
6N , as:

E⊥
kin(q, p) :=

1

2
pT

(
Id− PM (q)

)T

M−1
(
Id− PM (q)

)
p

=
1

2
vξ(q, p)

TG−1
M (q) vξ(q, p) =

1

2
pξ(q, p)

TGM (q) pξ(q, p).

The last equations allow us to consider G−1
M as some effective mass.

The constraints on a mechanical system can also be reformulated in the more
general form

(2.6) Ξ(q, p) = ζ ∈ R
2m,

where either (i) the effective momentum is constrained, in which case Ξ = (ξ, pξ)
and ζ = (z, pz); or (ii) the effective velocity is constrained, in which case Ξ = (ξ, vξ)
and ζ = (z, vz). The phase space associated with such constraints is denoted by

(2.7) ΣΞ(ζ) =
{
(q, p) ∈ R

6N
∣∣∣ Ξ(q, p) = ζ

}
.
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A position q ∈ Σ(z) being given, the affine space of constrained momenta satisfy-
ing (2.6) is then denoted by

(2.8) Σvξ(q,·)(vz) =
{
p ∈ R

3N
∣∣∣ vξ(q, p) = vz

}
in the effective velocity case, and by Σpξ(q,·)(pz) in the effective momentum case.
This notation is very important for nonequilibrium methods where the constraints
evolve in time according to a predefined schedule; see Section 5. Note that the phase
space of mechanical constraints, defined by (1.5), is simply T ∗Σ(z) = Σξ,vξ(z, 0) =
Σξ,pξ

(z, 0).
We can now define the so-called Gram tensor associated with the constraints,

which is a skew-symmetric matrix of dimension 2m× 2m:

(2.9) Γ(q, p) = {Ξ,Ξ}(q, p) = ∇ΞT (q, p) J ∇Ξ(q, p) ∈ R
2m×2m.

The Gram matrix Γ associated with the generalized constraints (2.6) can be explic-
itly computed by block. Indeed, for Ξ = (ξ, pξ)

T ,

(2.10) Γ =

(
0 Id

−Id ∇pTξ J ∇pξ

)
.

Therefore, det(Γ) = 1 in this case. In the case Ξ = (ξ, vξ)
T , the Gram matrix reads

(2.11) Γ =

(
0 GM

−GM ∇vTξ J ∇vξ

)
,

and det(Γ) = det(GM )2. Note that in both cases det(Γ) > 0. We then define the
skew-symmetric matrix

(2.12) JΞ(q, p) = J − J ∇Ξ(q, p) Γ−1(q, p)∇ΞT (q, p) J,

and the Poisson bracket associated with generalized constraints (2.6) by

{ϕ1, ϕ2}Ξ = ∇ϕT
1 JΞ∇ϕ2.(2.13)

This Poisson bracket is often called the Dirac bracket in the literature (in reference
to the seminal work of Dirac [15, 38]).

It is easily checked that {·, ·}Ξ satisfies the characteristic properties of Poisson
brackets, namely the skew-symmetry, Jacobi’s identity, and Leibniz’ rule. There-
fore, the flow associated with the evolution equation

(2.14)
d

dt

(
qt
pt

)
= JΞ∇H(qt, pt),

defines a symplectic map. Recall that (see [22, Section VII.1.2]) a map φ : ΣΞ(ζ) →
ΣΞ(ζ) is symplectic if for any (q, p) ∈ ΣΞ(ζ) and u, v ∈ T(q,p)ΣΞ(ζ),

uT∇φ(q, p)TJ∇φ(q, p)v = uTJv.

A consequence of the symplectic structure is the divergence formula (2.25) relating
the phase space measure σΣΞ(ζ)(dq dp) on ΣΞ(ζ) (defined below), and the Poisson
bracket (2.13). The reader is referred to Chapter 8 in [3], and Section VII.1 in [22]
for more material on constrained systems.

It will be shown in Proposition 3.1 below that the Poisson system (2.14) is
equivalent to (CL) when (γ, σ) = (0, 0).
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2.3. Phase space measures.

2.3.1. Definitions. The phase space measure (also termed Liouville measure) on
the phase space T ∗Σ(z) (or more generally on ΣΞ(ζ)) of constrained mechanical
systems is denoted by σT∗Σ(z) (or more generally σΣΞ(ζ)). The latter is induced by

the symplectic, or skew-symmetric 2-form on R
6N defined by the canonical skew-

symmetric matrix J in R
6N . More precisely, it can be defined through the volume

form |detG(u(q, p))|1/2, where
Ga,b(u) = (ua)

TJub, a, b = 1, . . . , 6N − 2m,

and (u1(q, p), . . . , u6N−2m(q, p)) is a basis of tangential vectors of the submani-
fold T ∗Σ(z) (or ΣΞ(ζ)) at a given point (q, p).

Surface measures induced by scalar products associated with general symmetric
definite positive matrices will also be of interest. We denote by σM

Σ(z)(dq) the surface

measure on Σ(z) induced by the scalar product 〈q, q̃〉M = qTMq̃ on R
3N , and, for a

given q ∈ Σ(z), by σM−1

Σpξ(q,·)(pz)
(dp) and σM−1

Σvξ(q,·)(vz)
(dp) the surface measures on the

affine spaces Σpξ(q,·)(pz) and Σvξ(q,·)(vz), respectively, induced by the scalar product

〈p, p̃〉M−1 = pTM−1p̃ on R
3N . For more precise definitions of these measures, we

refer to [35, Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.2] and the references therein.
It is now possible to define a generalization of the canonical distribution (1.9) as

follows:

(2.15)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
μΣξ,vξ

(z,vz)(dq dp) :=
e−βH(q,p)

Zz,vz

σΣξ,vξ
(z,vz)(dq dp),

Zz,vz :=

∫
Σξ,vξ

(z,vz)

e−βH dσΣξ,vξ
(z,vz).

The distribution (2.15) is associated with the generalized constraints Ξ = (ξ, vξ)
T ,

and is used in Section 5 for nonequilibrium methods. Note that μΣξ,vξ
(z,0) = μT∗Σ(z)

defined in (1.9).

2.3.2. Co-area decompositions. The co-area formula (see [2, 20]) relates the phase
space or surface measures, and the conditional measures. Conditional measures
are defined in R

6N by the following conditioning formula: for any test function φ :
R

6N → R,

(2.16)

∫
R6N

φ(q, p) dq dp =

∫
R2m

∫
ΣΞ(ζ)

φ(q, p) δΞ(q,p)−ζ(dq dp) dζ.

In the same way, conditional measures in R
3N are defined, for any test function φ :

R
3N → R, by

(2.17)

∫
R3N

φ(q) dq =

∫
Rm

∫
Σ(z)

φ(q) δξ(q)−z(dq) dz.

A more concise notation for the above equalities is dq dp = δΞ(q,p)−ζ(dq dp) dζ and
dq = δξ(q)−z(dq) dz.

Proposition 2.1 (Co-area). Let Σ(z) be the submanifold (1.4) defined by the con-
straints ξ(q) = z, and assume that GM defined in (1.8) is nondegenerate in a
neighborhood of Σ(z). Then, in the sense of measures on R

3N :

(2.18) δξ(q)−z(dq) = (detM)−1/2 ∣∣detGM (q)
∣∣−1/2

σM
Σ(z)(dq).
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Let ΣΞ(ζ) be the phase space defined by generalized constraints (2.6). Assume that Γ
defined in (2.9) is nondegenerate in a neighborhood of ΣΞ(ζ). Then, in the sense
of measures on R

6N :

(2.19) δΞ(q,p)−ζ(dq dp) =
∣∣det Γ(q, p)∣∣−1/2

σΣΞ(ζ)(dq dp).

We refer for example to Chapter 3 in [35] for an elementary proof. An equivalent
of (2.17)-(2.18) for momenta reads, for constrained effective momenta:

(2.20) dp = δpξ(q,p)−pz
(dp) dpz = det(M)1/2

∣∣detGM (q)
∣∣1/2 σM−1

Σpξ(q,·)(pz)
(dp) dpz,

and for constrained effective velocities:

dp = δvξ(q,p)−vz (dp) dvz = det(M)1/2
∣∣detGM (q)

∣∣−1/2
σM−1

Σvξ(q,·)(vz)
(dp) dvz.

Using the co-area formulas (2.18)-(2.19), and the expressions of the Gram matri-
ces (2.10)-(2.11), we obtain the following expressions of the phase space measures:

(i) The phase space measure on Σξ,pξ
(z, pz) can be identified with the conditional

measure defined in (2.16):

(2.21) σΣξ,pξ
(z,pz)(dq dp) = δ(ξ(q)−z,pξ(q,p)−pz)(dq dp),

while the phase space measure on Σξ,vξ (z, vz) is related to the corresponding
conditional measure as

(2.22) σΣξ,vξ
(z,vz)(dq dp) = det(GM ) δ(ξ(q)−z,vξ(q,p)−vz)(dq dp).

(ii) The phase space measures are given by the product of surface measures:

(2.23) σΣξ,pξ
(z,pz)(dq dp) = σM−1

Σpξ(q,·)(pz)
(dp) σM

Σ(z)(dq)

and

(2.24) σΣξ,vξ
(z,vz)(dq dp) = σM−1

Σvξ(q,·)(vz)
(dp) σM

Σ(z)(dq).

Equations (2.23)-(2.24) are a consequence of the fact that δ(ξ(q)−z,pξ(q,p)−pz)(dq dp)
= δpξ(q,p)−pz

(dp)δξ(q)−z(dq) (and a similar relation for vξ).

2.3.3. Divergence formulas. We end this section with an important formula, which
is used to show the invariance of the canonical measure in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2.

Proposition 2.2 (Divergence theorem in phase space). Consider the Poisson
bracket {·, ·}Ξ defined by (2.13), and an open neighborhood O of ΣΞ(ζ) ⊂ R

6N

where Γ is invertible. Then for any smooth test functions ϕ1, ϕ2 : R
6N → R with

compact support in O,

(2.25)

∫
ΣΞ(ζ)

{ϕ1, ϕ2}Ξ dσΣΞ(ζ) = 0.

The divergence formula (2.25) can be proved using Darboux’s theorem and in-
ternal coordinates, or directly using the co-area formula (see Section 3.3 in [35]).

We will also need the classical divergence formula on affine spaces (see for in-
stance Section 3.3 in [35]): for a fixed q ∈ R

3N , for any compactly supported smooth
vector field φ(q, p) ∈ R

3N ,

(2.26)

∫
Σvξ(q,·)(vz)

divp

(
PM (q)φ(q, p)

)
σM−1

Σvξ(q,·)(vz)
(dp) = 0.
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2.3.4. A useful technical result. The following lemma, whose proof can be read
in [36, Section 6] or [35, Section 3.3.6.3], is useful in the proofs of Proposition 4.1
and Theorem 5.3:

Lemma 2.3. For any compactly supported smooth test function ϕ on R
6N :

∇ζ

(∫
ΣΞ(ζ)

ϕdσΣΞ(ζ)

)
=

∫
ΣΞ(ζ)

Γ−1 {Ξ, ϕ} dσΣΞ(ζ),

where the phase space ΣΞ(ζ) is defined in (2.7), and the Gram matrix Γ in (2.9).

3. Constrained Langevin processes and sampling

We first give some properties of the constrained Langevin equation (CL) in Sec-
tion 3.1, then propose some numerical schemes to discretize it in Section 3.2, and
finally consider the overdamped limit in Section 3.3.

3.1. Properties of the dynamics. We consider the dynamics (CL):⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
dqt = M−1pt dt,

dpt = −∇V (qt) dt− γ(qt)M
−1pt dt+ σ(qt) dWt +∇ξ(qt) dλt,

ξ(qt) = z, (Cq).

By differentiating with respect to time the constraint ξ(qt) = z, the Lagrange
multipliers can be computed explicitly (see for instance Section 3.3 in [35]):

dλt = −G−1
M (qt)

[
Hessqt(ξ)

(
M−1pt,M

−1pt
)
dt

+∇ξ(qt)
TM−1

(
−∇V (qt) dt− γ(qt)M

−1pt dt+ σ(qt) dWt

)]
= fM

rgd(qt, pt) dt+G−1
M (qt)∇ξ(qt)

TM−1
(
γ(qt)M

−1pt dt− σ(qt) dWt

)
,(3.1)

where the constraining force fM
rgd ∈ R

m is defined as

(3.2) fM
rgd(q, p) = G−1

M (q)∇ξ(q)TM−1∇V (q)−G−1
M (q)Hessq(ξ)(M

−1p,M−1p).

Thus, using the fact that PM (q)TM−1p = M−1p when p ∈ T ∗
q Σ(z), the dynam-

ics (CL) can be recast in a more explicit form as

(3.3)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
dqt = M−1pt dt,

dpt = −∇V (qt) dt+∇ξ(qt)f
M
rgd(qt, pt) dt− γP (qt)M

−1pt dt

+ σP (qt) dWt,

where we introduced the notation (σP , γP ) := (PM σ, PM γ PT
M ). The constraint

therefore has two effects: (i) the matrices γ, σ in the dissipation and fluctuation
terms are replaced by their projected counterparts γP , σP , and (ii) an orthogonal
constraining force ∇ξfM

rgd is introduced.
The generator of this stochastic Langevin dynamics is the operator LΞ which

appears in the Kolmogorov evolution equation: for (qt, pt) satisfying (CL) or (3.3),
and for any smooth test function ϕ,

d

dt
E (ϕ(qt, pt)) = E

(
LΞ(ϕ)(qt, pt)

)
.
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The expression of LΞ can be obtained using Itô calculus, as made precise in the
following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Consider either the effective momentum (2.5) or the effective
velocity (2.4), denoted with the general constraints Ξ = (ξ, vξ) or Ξ = (ξ, pξ)
(see (2.6)). The solution of the constrained dynamics (CL) (or equivalently (3.3)
with an initial condition (q0, p0) ∈ ΣΞ(z, 0)) belongs to ΣΞ(z, 0) = T ∗Σ(z), and the
generator of this Markov process reads (whatever the value of z)

(3.4) LΞ = {·, H}Ξ + Lthm
Ξ ,

where the fluctuation-dissipation part is

Lthm
Ξ =

1

2
divp

(
σP σT

P∇p ·
)
− pTM−1γP∇p,

with (σP , γP ) defined in (1.16). Using the fluctuation-dissipation relation (1.3), the
generator Lthm

Ξ can be rewritten more compactly as

Lthm
Ξ =

1

β
eβHdivp

(
e−βH γP ∇p ·

)
.(3.5)

Proof. We perform the computation in two steps: (i) We compute the generator of
the Hamiltonian part of the constrained Langevin dynamics, which is (CL) in the
case (σ, γ) = (0, 0); (ii) we compute the generator of the “thermostat” part of (CL),
which is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on momentum variable (corresponding to
the second equation in (CL) with V = 0).

Let us first consider (i), with Ξ = (ξ, vξ) (the case Ξ = (ξ, pξ) being similar).
Note that

(3.6) {Ξ, H} (q, p) =
(

vξ(q, p)
Hessq(ξ)(M

−1p,M−1p)−∇ξ(q)TM−1∇V (q)

)
,

where the Hessian operator Hess is defined in (2.1). Now, (2.11) implies that

(3.7) Γ−1 =

(
G−1

M ∇vTξ J ∇vξ G
−1
M −G−1

M

G−1
M 0

)
.

Besides, vξ(qt, pt) = 0 along a trajectory, since (qt, pt) ∈ T ∗Σ(z). Therefore,

(3.8) ∀(q, p) ∈ T ∗Σ(z), Γ−1 {Ξ, H} (q, p) =
(
fM
rgd(q, p)

0

)
,

where the notation fM
rgd is introduced in (3.2). Consider a test function ϕ : R6N →

R, and remark that

(3.9) {ϕ,Ξ}
(
a
0

)
= −aT∇ξT∇pϕ,

so that, for any a ∈ R
m,

{ϕ,Ξ}Γ−1 {Ξ, H} = −(fM
rgd)

T∇ξT∇pϕ.

Finally, for all (q, p) ∈ T ∗Σ(z),

(3.10)
{ϕ,H}Ξ (q, p) = −∇V (q)T∇pϕ(q, p) + fM

rgd(q, p)
T∇ξ(q)T∇pϕ(q, p)

+ pTM−1∇qϕ(q, p).

The operator (3.10) is the generator of the Hamiltonian part in (3.3).
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We turn to (ii). The diffusive part arises from the fluctuation term σP (qt) dWt

in (3.3), and its expression

1

2
divp

(
PM σσTPT

M∇p ·
)

is obtained directly from the standard Itô calculus. Similarly, the dissipation oper-
ator is

−
(
γPM

−1p
)T

∇p = −pTM−1PMγPT
M∇p.

The addition of these two contributions gives the expression of Lthm
Ξ . �

With the expression (3.4) of the generator at hand, it is easily checked that the
process (CL) satisfies the following equilibrium properties:

Proposition 3.2. When the fluctuation-dissipation relation (1.3) holds, the con-
strained Langevin dynamics (CL) on T ∗Σ(z) admits the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribu-
tion (1.9) as a stationary measure, and is reversible up to momentum reversal with
respect to (1.9): If Law(q0, p0) = μT∗Σ(z), then, for any T > 0,

Law(qt, pt; 0 ≤ t ≤ T ) = Law(qT−t,−pT−t; 0 ≤ t ≤ T ).

Moreover, if PM (q)γPM (q)T is everywhere strictly positive in the sense of sym-
metric matrices on T ∗

q Σ(z), then the process (CL) is ergodic: for any smooth test
function ϕ,

lim
T→+∞

1

T

∫ T

0

ϕ(qt, pt) dt =

∫
T∗Σ(z)

ϕdμT∗Σ(z) a.s.

Proof. The stationarity and reversibility properties follow from the following de-
tailed balance condition up to momentum reversal (see for instance Section 2.2
in [35]): for any test functions ϕ1, ϕ2,

(3.11)

∫
T∗Σ(z)

ϕ1 LΞ(ϕ2) dμT∗Σ(z) =

∫
T∗Σ(z)

(ϕ2 ◦ S)LΞ(ϕ1 ◦ S) dμT∗Σ(z),

where S : (q, p) �→ (q,−p) is the momentum flip. In view of the expression (3.4)
of the generator, proving (3.11) amounts to proving this property for the operators
{., H}Ξ and Lthm

Ξ .
For the Hamiltonian part {., H}Ξ, the expression (3.10) yields

{ϕ ◦ S,H}Ξ (q, p) = −{ϕ,H}Ξ (q,−p) = −{ϕ,H}Ξ (S(q, p)),

which states the time symmetry under momentum reversal of the Hamiltonian part
of the equations of motion (CL). On the other hand,

e−βH {·, H}Ξ = − 1

β

{
·, e−βH

}
Ξ
,

so that

e−βH (ϕ2 ◦ S) {ϕ1 ◦ S,H}Ξ = −
(
e−βH ϕ2 {ϕ1, H}Ξ

)
◦ S

=

(
e−βH ϕ1 {ϕ2, H}Ξ +

{
ϕ2ϕ1,

e−βH

β

}
Ξ

)
◦ S,

and the divergence formula (2.25) yields the balance condition (3.11) for the Hamil-
tonian part, in view of the invariance of the distribution σT∗Σ(z) under the momen-
tum flip S.
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For the thermostat part, it is easily checked, that Lthm
Ξ (ϕ ◦S) = Lthm

Ξ (ϕ) ◦S for
any smooth test function ϕ, so that the detailed balance condition up to momentum
reversal (3.11) follows from the following more general detailed balance condition,
in the case vz = 0 (μΣξ,vξ

(z,vz) being defined in (2.15)):

(3.12)

∫
Σξ,vξ

(z,vz)

ϕ1 Lthm
Ξ (ϕ2) dμΣξ,vξ

(z,vz) =

∫
Σξ,vξ

(z,vz)

ϕ2 Lthm
Ξ (ϕ1) dμΣξ,vξ

(z,vz).

It is interesting to prove (3.12) for a general vz ∈ R since it will be used in the
proof of Theorem 5.3 below. Consider the divergence formula (2.26) in the affine
space for the variable p (the position q being fixed), with φ = γPT

M∇p(ϕ2) e
−βH ϕ1.

After integration in q, using the formula (3.5) for Lthm
Ξ and (2.24), an expression

symmetric in (ϕ1, ϕ2) is obtained:∫
Σξ,vξ

(z,vz)

ϕ1 Lthm
Ξ (ϕ2) dμΣξ,vξ

(z,vz)

= −
∫
Σξ,vξ

(z,vz)

∇T
p ϕ1PMγPT

M∇pϕ2 dμΣξ,vξ
(z,vz),

hence the detailed balance condition (3.12).
Ergodicity is a consequence of the hypo-ellipticity of the operator LΞ on T ∗Σ(z)

(Hörmander’s criterion is satisfied, see [27]), which is itself a consequence of the fact
that PM (q)γPM (q)T is strictly positive on each T ∗

q Σ(z). The proof can be carried
out using local coordinates and the results from [30]. �

Remark 3.3 (Infinite stiffness limit). We discuss here the relation between softly
and rigidly imposed constraints on the canonical phase-space measures and on the
Langevin dynamics. A similar discussion can be read in [9] for canonical measures
on the position variables only and overdamped dynamics.

We have considered in this section the Langevin dynamics (3.3) with constraints
rigidly imposed by a projection onto the submanifold T ∗Σ(z). This dynamics sam-
ples the canonical distribution (1.9) μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) = Z−1

z,0 e
−βH(q,p) σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp),

with constraints on both positions and momenta. The marginal on positions of this
distribution is, in view of (2.23), proportional to e−βV (q)σM

Σ(z)(dq). This is what we

call in the following rigidly imposed constraints. The canonical distribution (1.9)
with rigid constraints is naturally associated to the rigid free energy (1.13) (and
this is what justifies the qualification “rigid”), since, we recall,

FM
rgd(z) = − 1

β
ln

∫
T∗Σ(z)

e−βH(q,p)σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp).

Another way to impose some constraints on a system is to add a penalization
term. In the present context, this could be done by changing the potential energy

V to Vε(q) = V (q) + ε−1 |ξ(q)− z|2. It is easy to check that, in the limit ε → 0
(infinite stiffness limit), the canonical measure associated to this potential is the
canonical distribution (1.1) with positions conditioned by ξ(q) = z. This distri-
bution is proportional to e−βH(q,p) δξ(q)−z(dq) dp and its marginal on positions is

proportional to e−βV (q)δξ(q)−z(dq). This is what we call in the following softly
imposed constraints. The canonical distribution with soft constraints is naturally
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associated with the standard free energy, since, we recall,

F (z) = − 1

β
ln

∫
Σ(z)×R3N

e−βH(q,p) δξ(q)−z(dq) dp.

Note that, in view of (2.18), the marginal on positions for softly imposed con-
straints can be written in terms of rigidly imposed constraints through a modifica-
tion of the potential:

e−βV (q)δξ(q)−z(dq) = e−β(V+Vfix)(q)σM
Σ(z)(dq)

where

(3.13) Vfix(q) =
1

2β
ln
(
detGM (q)

)
,

is sometimes called the Fixman corrector (see [21]). Thus, if (qt, pt) satisfies (3.3)
with the modified potential V + Vfix, then qt samples (in the longtime limit) the
probability measure proportional to e−βV (q)δξ(q)−z(dq), and we thus refer to this
dynamics as the softly constrained Langevin dynamics.

These concepts will be used in Section 4.1 to describe the computation of free
energy differences for systems with molecular constraints. Finally, let us mention
that the infinite stiffness limit ε → 0 of the Langevin dynamics (1.2) with the po-
tential Vε is not (except for very specific forms of constraints) the softly constrained
Langevin dynamics, as one would expect; see for example [44]. �

3.2. Numerical implementation. We consider in this section a numerical scheme
based on a splitting of the Langevin dynamics (CL) into a Hamiltonian part (Sec-
tion 3.2.1) and a fluctuation-dissipation part acting only on the momentum (Sec-
tion 3.2.2). Such a splitting is standard for unconstrained systems, but other split-
ting strategies for the Langevin equation can be considered as well (see [39, 40]).

For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to constant matrices γ and σ. Generalizations
to position dependent matrices are straightforward.

The Hamiltonian part of the Langevin dynamics (CL) (namely (CL) with (σ, γ) =
(0, 0)) is discretized using a velocity-Verlet scheme with constraints, which yields
(3.17) below. The fluctuation-dissipation part on momentum variable in (CL) is
the following Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (for a fixed given q ∈ Σ(z)):

(3.14)

{
dpt = −γM−1pt dt+ σ dWt +∇ξ(q) dλOU

t ,

∇ξ(q)M−1pt = 0, (Cp)

which can be rewritten as (see (3.3)) dpt = −γP (q)M
−1pt dt + σP (q) dWt. This

equation can be explicitly integrated on [0, t] to obtain

(3.15) pt = e−t γP (q)M−1

p0 +

∫ t

0

e−(t−s)γP (q)M−1

σP (q) dWs.

However, the matrix exponential e−t γP (q)M−1

may be difficult to compute in prac-
tice (except for certain choices of γ and M ; see the discussion at the end of Sec-
tion 3.2.2). Instead of performing an exact integration, (3.14) can be discretized
using a midpoint Euler scheme, which yields (3.16) and (3.18) below.
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The numerical scheme we investigate, termed midpoint Euler-Verlet-midpoint
Euler splitting, is therefore the following:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pn+1/4 = pn − Δt

4
γ M−1(pn + pn+1/4) +

√
Δt

2
σ Gn

+∇ξ(qn)λn+1/4,

∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn+1/4 = 0, (Cp),

(3.16)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pn+1/2 = pn+1/4 − Δt

2
∇V (qn) +∇ξ(qn)λn+1/2,

qn+1 = qn +ΔtM−1 pn+1/2,

ξ(qn+1) = z, (Cq),

pn+3/4 = pn+1/2 − Δt

2
∇V (qn+1) +∇ξ(qn+1)λn+3/4,

∇ξ(qn+1)TM−1pn+3/4 = 0, (Cp)

(3.17)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
pn+1 = pn+3/4 − Δt

4
γ M−1(pn+3/4 + pn+1) +

√
Δt

2
σ Gn+1/2

+∇ξ(qn+1)λn+1,

∇ξ(qn+1)TM−1pn+1 = 0, (Cp)

(3.18)

where (Gn)n≥0 and (Gn+1/2)n≥0 are sequences of independently and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables of mean 0 and covariance matrix Id3N .

Note that when γ = 0 and σ = 0, the scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) becomes
deterministic, and reduces to (3.17), which is a scheme for the deterministic Hamil-
tonian equations of motion with position constraints ξ(q) = z. The latter scheme
is referred to as the “Hamiltonian scheme (3.17)” below.

3.2.1. Comments on the Hamiltonian scheme (3.17). The Hamiltonian part (3.17)
of the scheme, often called “RATTLE” in the literature, is an explicit integrator,
and is a modification of the classical “SHAKE” algorithm (see Chapter VII.1 in
[22], or Chapter 7 in [32] for more precisions and historical references). In (3.17),
λn+1/2 ∈ R

m are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the position constraints
(Cq), and λn+3/4 ∈ R

m are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the velocity
constraints (Cp). The nonlinear constraints (Cq) are typically enforced using New-
ton’s algorithm. In (3.17), the (linear) momentum projection (Cp) is always well
defined since we assumed that the Gram matrix GM (q) is invertible. On the other
hand, the nonlinear projection used to enforce the position constraints ξ(qn+1) = z
is in general well defined only on a subset of phase space.

Definition 3.4 (Domain DΔt). The domain DΔt ⊂ T ∗Σ(z) is defined as the
set of configurations (qn, pn+1/4) ∈ T ∗Σ(z) such that there is a unique solution
(qn+1, pn+3/4) satisfying (3.17).

Solving the position constraints (Cq) consists in projecting onto Σ(z) a point in
a Δt-neighborhood of qn. Thus, by the implicit function theorem, the domain DΔt

satisfies
lim

Δt→0
DΔt = T ∗Σ(z).
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It may happen that there is no solution if the time-step is too large, and, even
for small time-steps, that several projections exist; see, for instance, Example 2 in
Chapter 7 of [32]. In practice, DΔt can be chosen to be the set of (qn, pn+1/4) such
that the Newton algorithm enforcing the constraints (Cq) has converged within a
given precision threshold and a limited number of iterations.

As for the Verlet scheme in the unconstrained case, the associated numerical flow
shares two important qualitative properties with the exact flow: It is time reversible
and symplectic (see [33]). This implies quasi-conservation of energy, in the sense
that energy is conserved within a given precision threshold over exponentially long
times; see [22, 32].

3.2.2. Comments on the fluctuation-dissipation part (3.16) and (3.18). The new
momentum pn+1/4 ∈ T ∗Σ(z) in (3.16) (or pn+1 in (3.18)) may be obtained by
first integrating the unconstrained dynamics with a midpoint scheme, and then
computing the Lagrange multiplier λn+1/4 (or λn+1) by solving the following linear
system implied by the constraints (Cp):

∇ξ(qn)TM−1

(
Id +

Δt

4
γM−1

)−1 [(
Id− Δt

4
γM−1

)
pn

+

√
Δt

2
σ Gn +∇ξ(qn)λn+1/4

]
= 0.

A sufficient criteria for stability is

Δt

4
γ ≤ M.

Besides, it can be checked (see Sections 2.3.2 and 3.3.5 in [35]) that the Markov
chain induced by the fluctuation-dissipation part of the scheme (3.16) (or (3.18))
satisfies a detailed balance equation (both in the plain sense and up to momentum

reversal) with respect to the stationary measure κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp). The latter is defined

as the kinetic probability distribution

(3.19) κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp) =

(
β

2π

)(3N−m)/2

exp

(
−β

pTM−1p

2

)
σM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp),

and is the marginal in the p-variable of the canonical distribution μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp)

conditioned by a given q ∈ Σ(z). Moreover, if γP := PM γ PT
M is strictly positive

in the sense of symmetric linear transformations of T ∗
q Σ(z), then the Markov chain

on momentum variable induced by (3.16) (or (3.18)) alone is ergodic with respect

to κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp).

Finally, an important simplification occurs in the integration of (3.14) in the
special case when γ and M are equal up to a multiplicative constant (so that γM−1

is proportional to identity). Indeed, in this case, the equality
(
γP (q)M

−1
)n

=

PM (q)
(
γM−1

)n
holds for any n ≥ 0, and (3.15) simplifies to

(3.20) pt = PM (q)

(
e−t γM−1

p0 +

∫ t

0

e−(t−s)γM−1

σ dWs

)
.

The numerical integration of (3.14) can thus be carried out in two steps: (i)
exactly integrating (3.14) without constraint, and then (ii) projecting the result
onto T ∗

q Σ(z).
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3.2.3. Metropolis-Hastings correction. Usually, the invariant probability distribu-
tion sampled by the solution of a numerical scheme is biased by the time discretiza-
tion. Relying on (i) the time symmetry (up to momentum reversal) and (ii) the
preservation of the phase space measure σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) by the solution of the RAT-
TLE scheme (3.17), it is possible to eliminate the time discretization error in the
splitting scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) by resorting to a Generalized Hybrid Monte
Carlo algorithm.

Algorithm 3.5 (GHMC with constraints). Consider an initial configuration
(q0, p0) ∈ T ∗Σ(z), and a sequence (Gn,Gn+1/2)n≥0 of independently and identi-
cally distributed standard Gaussian vectors. Iterate on n ≥ 0:

(1) Evolve the momentum according to the midpoint Euler scheme (3.16), and
compute the energy En = H(qn, pn+1/4) of the new configuration.

(2) Integrate the Hamiltonian part according to the RATTLE scheme (3.17),
denote (q̃n+1, p̃n+3/4) the resulting state, and set En+1 = H(q̃n+1, p̃n+3/4).

(3) Accept the proposal (qn+1, pn+3/4) := (q̃n+1, p̃n+3/4) with probability

min
(
e−β(En+1−En), 1

)
.

Otherwise, reject and flip the momentum: (qn+1, pn+3/4) = (qn,−pn+1/4).
(4) Evolve the momentum according to the midpoint Euler scheme (3.18).

By construction, the GHMC algorithm with constraints leaves invariant the equi-
librium distribution μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) (see Section 3.3.5 in [35]).

To understand the momentum reversal required upon rejection, it is useful to
write more explicitly the Markov chain as the composition of a Metropolis-Hastings
part, where the proposal is obtained by a RATTLE step followed by a momentum
reversal (the latter operation is needed to ensure the symmetry of the proposition),
which is then accepted or rejected; and another momentum reversal (which leaves
invariant the targeted probability measure μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp)). When the proposal is
accepted, the two momentum reversals cancel out each other. On the other hand,
when the proposal is rejected, momenta are actually reversed. See [35, Section 2.1.4]
for more background on generalized Metropolis-Hastings algorithms.

In the above, we implicitly assume that the RATTLE scheme (3.17) is every-
where well defined. In practice however, it is necessary to modify Algorithm 3.5 by
restricting the sampled configurations to DΔt. This can be achieved by introducing
additional tests in steps (1), (2) and (4), and rejecting the states that have gone
outside the set DΔt ⊂ T ∗Σ(z) where the position constraint (Cq) is well defined.
By doing so, the global algorithm has an invariant equilibrium distribution given
by μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) conditioned on the set of states DΔt. This invariant distribution
can be written explicitly as follows:

(3.21)
1

Zz,0,Δt
e−βH(q,p)1(q,p)∈DΔt

σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp).

Alternatively, the rejection tests in steps (1), (2) and (4) of Algorithm 3.5 can
be performed with a cut-off parameter RΔt > 0 on the momentum variable, cho-
sen so that the position constraint (Cq) in (3.17) is everywhere well defined when
1
2p

TM−1p ≤ RΔt. This can be achieved when there exists RΔt > 0 small enough

so that Σ(z) × { 1
2p

TM−1p ≤ RΔt} ⊂ DΔt ⊂ T ∗Σ(z). Since this is useful for later
purposes (see the discussion at the end of Section 4.3), we provide a rough estimate
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of RΔt in terms of Δt, assuming for simplicity that Σ(z) is compact. First, by the
implicit function theorem, there exists α > 0 such that, for all q ∈ Σ(z) and δq
with norm ‖δq‖ < α, there is a unique λ ∈ R

m satisfying

ξ
(
q +M−1(δq +∇ξ(q)λ)

)
= z.

Therefore, there exists a > 0 small enough such that, when ‖pn+1/4‖ ≤ a/Δt,
the RATTLE scheme in (3.17) is well defined, namely there exists a unique qn+1

satisfying the constraint (Cq). This shows that

(3.22) RΔt ≥ AΔt−2

for some A > 0.
The invariant probability distribution of the Markov chain generated by GHMC

with the additional rejection steps ensuring 1
2p

TM−1p ≤ RΔt, is given by (3.21),
and actually reads

1

Zz,0,Δt
e−βH(q,p)1 1

2p
TM−1p≤RΔt

σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp).

Its marginal distribution in the position variable is then exactly given by

1

Zz
e−βV (q)σM

Σ(z)(dq).

This is also the marginal distribution in the position variable of μT∗Σ(z). Note,
however, that if RΔt is too small, only small momenta will be sampled in step (1)
of Algorithm 3.5, and the correlation time of the sampling will be large. In practice,
the threshold RΔt should be tuned in preliminary computations so that: (i) RΔt

is small enough so that the maximal number Nmax of iterations for the Newton
algorithm used to enforce (Cq) in (3.17) is never reached; (ii) RΔt is large enough
so that the correlation time of the sampling is as small as possible.

Let us end this section with a warning: It is now known that the correction of
the bias in discretizations of the Langevin dynamics by a Metropolization of the
scheme may reduce the efficiency of the sampling; see for instance [1].

3.3. Exact sampling on a submanifold with overdamped dynamics. Con-
strained overdamped Langevin processes (or Brownian dynamics) are solutions of
the stochastic differential equation (see also [35, 9])

(3.23)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ dqt = −∇V (qt) dt+

√
2

β
dWt +∇ξ(qt) dλt,

ξ(qt) = z,

where λt is an adapted stochastic process. Equivalently, (3.23) can be rewritten in
the Stratonovitch form as

dqt = −P (qt)∇V (qt) dt+

√
2

β
P (qt) ◦ dWt,

where ◦ denotes the Stratonovitch integration, and P is the projector defined
by (1.7) with the choice M = Id:

(3.24) P (q) = Id−∇ξ(q)G−1(q)∇ξ(q)T , G(q) = ∇ξ(q)T∇ξ(q).
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It can be shown that (3.23) satisfies the detailed balance condition for (and is
ergodic with respect to) the invariant distribution

(3.25) Z−1
z e−βV (q)σId

Σ(z)(dq),

which is the marginal in the q-variable of the canonical distribution with con-
straints (1.9) for the choice M = Id. It is easy to generalize all our results to
scalar products associated with a general symmetric definite positive matrix M
upon considering (3.32); see Remark 3.7 below.

The constrained overdamped Langevin process (3.23) may be obtained from a
scaling limit of the constrained Langevin dynamics (CL) (in the limit when either
the mass goes to zero, or the damping γ goes to infinity); see Propositions 2.14
and 2.15 in [35].

Likewise, at the discrete level, an Euler-Maruyama discretization of the over-
damped process (3.23) can be obtained as a particular case of the numerical dis-
cretization (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) for the Langevin equation (CL), yielding a Markov
chain (qn)n≥0 on positions. The condition that the mass goes to 0 is replaced by
the condition that the mass is proportional to the time-step. This is the content of
the following proposition.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose that the following relation is satisfied:

(3.26)
Δt

4
γ = M =

Δt

2
Id.

With a slight abuse of notation, the mass matrix and the friction matrix are rewrit-
ten as M Id and γ Id with M,γ ∈ R. Then the splitting scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18)
is the following Euler scheme for the overdamped Langevin constrained dynam-
ics (3.23):

(3.27)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩qn+1 = qn −Δt∇V (qn) +

√
2Δt

β
Gn +∇ξ(qn)λn+1

od ,

ξ(qn+1) = z,

where (Gn)n≥0 are independent and identically distributed centered and normalized
Gaussian variables, and (λn

od)n≥1 are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the
constraints (ξ(qn) = z)n≥1. Moreover, the Lagrange multipliers in (3.17) satisfy:

2λn+1/2 = G−1(qn)
(
∇ξ(qn)T

(
qn+1 − qn

)
+Δt∇ξ(qn)T∇V (qn)

)
(3.28)

= λn+1
od +

√
2Δt

β
G−1(qn)∇ξ(qn)TGn,(3.29)

as well as

(3.30) 2λn+3/4 = G−1(qn+1)
(
∇ξ(qn+1)T

(
qn − qn+1

)
+Δt∇ξ(qn+1)T∇V (qn+1)

)
.

where G is defined in (3.24).

Proof. Irrespective of pn, the choice (3.26) in the scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) leads
to

pn+1/4 =

√
Δt

8
σ Gn +

1

2
∇ξ(qn)λn+1/4,
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where λn+1/4 is associated with the constraints ∇ξ(qn)T pn+1/4 = 0. This gives

pn+1/2 = −Δt

2
∇V (qn) +

√
Δt

8
σ Gn +∇ξ(qn)

(
1

2
λn+1/4 + λn+1/2

)
,

where λn+1/2 is such that ξ(qn+1) = z. The fluctuation-dissipation relation (1.3)
can be reformulated in this context as

σσT =
2

β
γ =

4

β
Id,

and the scheme (3.27) is recovered by taking the associated Lagrange multiplier
equal to λn+1

od = λn+1/4 + 2λn+1/2. Finally, remarking that GM = 2
ΔtG and

computing explicitly λn+1/2 and λn+3/4 in (3.17) yields (3.28)-(3.29)-(3.30). �

This point of view allows us to construct a Metropolis correction to the Euler
scheme (3.27), using the Generalized Hybrid Monte Carlo scheme (Algorithm 3.5)
with the time-step chosen according to (3.26). In this way, assuming that the
position constraint (Cq) in (3.17) is everywhere well defined, we obtain a Markov
chain (qn)n≥0 discretizing the overdamped dynamics (3.27) which exactly samples
the invariant distribution (3.25). Deriving such a Metropolis-Hastings correction to
the Euler scheme (3.27) without resorting to phase-space dynamics does not seem
to be natural.

Remark 3.7 (Discrete overdamped limit). Proposition 3.6 can be seen as a discrete
version of the zero-mass limit of the Langevin dynamics. It is also possible to obtain
a discrete version of the overdamped limit (γ → ∞) of the Langevin dynamics by
assuming that the parameters satisfy the relation

Δt

4
γ = M ∝ Id,

which is less restrictive than (3.26). Equation (3.27) is then obtained with Δt
replaced by

(3.31) Δs =
Δt2

2M
=

2Δt

γ
.

In this case, the effective discretization time-step Δs for the overdamped Langevin
dynamics is thus different from the time-step Δt originally used for the discretiza-
tion of the Langevin dynamics. This is reminiscent of the fact that the over-
damped limit (at the continuous level) of the Langevin dynamics requires a change
of timescale to obtain the overdamped Langevin dynamics.

Note also that in the more general case M = γΔt/4 where M is not supposed
to be proportional to the identity, the following numerical scheme is obtained:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩qn+1 = qn − Δ̃sM−1∇V (qn) +

√
2Δ̃s

β
M−1/2Gn +M−1∇ξ(qn)λn+1

od ,

ξ(qn+1) = z,

where Δ̃s = Δt2/2. This is a discretization of the overdamped dynamics

(3.32)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ dqs = −M−1∇V (qs) ds+

√
2

β
M−1/2dWs +M−1∇ξ(qs) dλs,

ξ(qs) = z,
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which is a generalization of (3.23) to a scalar product on Σ(z) induced by a general
positive definite mass matrix M . �

4. Thermodynamic integration with constrained Langevin dynamics

In this section, we focus on the computation of the gradient of the rigid free
energy (1.13),

FM
rgd(z) = − 1

β
ln

∫
T∗Σ(z)

e−βH(q,p)σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp),

using a numerical discretization of the constrained Langevin process (CL).
As explained in the introduction, we may indeed concentrate on the computation

of the rigid free energy (1.13), since the standard free energy (1.12) can be computed
from the latter one using (1.14). The relation (1.14) can be proved with the co-area
formula (2.18). Indeed, the free energy defined in (1.12) can be rewritten as (where
C denotes a constant which may vary from line to line):

F (z) = − 1

β
ln

∫
Σ(z)×R3N

e−βH(q,p)δξ(q)−z(dq) dp(4.1)

= − 1

β
ln

∫
Σ(z)

e−βV (q)(detGM (q))−1/2σM
Σ(z)(dq) + C

= − 1

β
ln

∫
T∗Σ(z)

e−βH(q,p)(detGM (q))−1/2σT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) + C

hence

(4.2) F (z) = FM
rgd(z)−

1

β
ln

∫
T∗Σ(z)

(detGM )−1/2dμT∗Σ(z) +C,

where surface measures are defined in Section 2.3. Note that the rigid free energy
FM
rgd indeed depends explicitly on the mass matrix since

(4.3) FM
rgd(z) = − 1

β
ln

∫
Σ(z)

e−βV (q)σM
Σ(z)(dq) + C.

This section is organized as follows. First, we show how systems with molecular
constraints and systems with constrained values of the reaction coordinate can
be treated in a unified framework (Section 4.1). We then relate the Lagrange
multipliers arising in the constrained Langevin dynamics, and the gradient of the
rigid free energy (the so-called mean force) in Section 4.2. We consider the numerical
computation of the mean force in Section 4.3, where we prove consistency results
for the corresponding approximation formulas. Finally, some numerical results on
a model system illustrate the approach in Section 4.4.

4.1. Molecular constraints. We discuss here how to generalize all the compu-
tations to systems with molecular constraints, generalizing thereby some results
of [8]. This section can be considered as independent of the remainder of the paper
and may therefore be omitted in a first reading.

In practice, many systems are subject to molecular constraints, such as fixed
lengths for covalent bonds, or fixed angles between covalent bonds. The reader
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is referred to [43] for practical aspects related to the simulation of molecular con-
straints. In the context of free energy computations, two types of constraints are
therefore considered: first, the molecular constraints,

ξmc(q) = (ξmc,1(q), . . . , ξmc,m(q)) = 0,

for m < 3N , and second, the reaction coordinates denoted in this section by ξrc :
R

3N → R
m, with m + m < 3N . The submanifold of molecular constraints is

denoted by

Σmc =
{
q ∈ R

3N
∣∣ ξmc(q) = 0

}
,

and the submanifold associated with the reaction coordinates by

Σrc(zrc) =
{
q ∈ R

3N
∣∣ ξrc(q) = zrc

}
.

It is assumed that the full Gram matrix,

Gmc,rc
M := ∇(ξmc, ξrc)

TM−1∇(ξmc, ξrc) ∈ R
(m+m)×(m+m),

is everywhere invertible on Σmc ∩ Σrc(zrc). Likewise, we denote

Grc
M := ∇ξTrcM

−1∇ξrc ∈ R
m×m

and

Gmc
M := ∇ξTmcM

−1∇ξmc ∈ R
m×m.

Assuming rigid mechanical constraints on the molecular constraints ξmc, we are led
to considering the canonical distribution

μT∗Σmc
(dq dp) =

1

Zmc
e−βH(q,p)δξmc(q),pξmc (p,q)

(dq dp)(4.4)

=
1

Zmc
e−βH(q,p)σT∗Σmc

(dq dp),

to describe systems with molecular constraints at a fixed temperature. The mea-
sure σT∗Σmc

denotes the phase space measure on T ∗Σmc, equal by (2.21) to the con-
ditional measure δξmc(q),pξmc (q,p)

(dq dp) associated with the constraints (ξmc(q) =
0, pξmc

(q, p) = 0), where pξmc
is the effective momentum (2.5) associated with ξmc.

Note, however, that it is possible to rewrite the remainder of this section by consid-
ering softly imposed molecular constraints rather than rigidly imposed molecular
constraints (i.e. replacing δξmc(q),pξmc (p,q)

(dq dp) by δξmc(q)(dq) dp), up to an ap-
propriate modification of (4.6) below, with the help of some Fixman corrective
potential. Choosing whether molecular constraints should be softly or rigidly im-
posed is a modeling choice, and there is no clear consensus on this issue in the
current literature.

By associativity of the conditioning of measures, the distribution μT∗Σmc
condi-

tioned by a value of the reaction coordinates ξrc(q) = zrc is given, up to a normal-
izing factor, by

e−βH(q,p)δξmc(q),pξmc (q,p),ξrc(q)−zrc(dq dp).

Therefore, considering the marginal probability distribution of the reaction coordi-
nates ξrc(q) leads to the following definition of the free energy associated with ξrc:

Fmc(zrc) = − 1

β
ln

∫
T∗Σmc∩(Σrc(zrc)×R3N )

e−βH(q,p)δξmc(q),pξmc (q,p),ξrc(q)−zrc(dq dp).
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The conditional distribution can be decomposed as follows, using the co-area for-
mulas (2.18)-(2.20) and the definition of effective momentum (2.5):

δξmc(q),pξmc (q,p),ξrc(q)−zrc(dq dp)

= δpξmc (q,p)
(dp)δξmc(q),ξrc(q)−zrc(dq)

= (detGmc
M (q))1/2 σM−1

T∗
q Σmc

(dp) (detGmc,rc
M (q))

−1/2
σM
Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc

(dq).

Integrating out the momentum in the linear space T ∗
q Σmc with scalar product

〈p1, p2〉M−1 = pT1 M
−1p2, the free energy can be rewritten as

Fmc(zrc) = − 1

β
ln

∫
Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc

e−βV (q)

(
detGmc

M (q)

detGmc,rc
M (q)

)1/2

σM
Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc

(dq) + C.

As a consequence, the free energy Fmc can be computed from the generalized rigid
free energy:

Fmc,M
rgd (zrc, 0) = − 1

β
ln

∫
T∗(Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc)

e−βH(q,p)σT∗(Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc)(dp dq),(4.5)

using the following formula, similar to (1.14):

(4.6)

Fmc(zrc)− Fmc,M
rgd (zrc, 0)

= − 1

β
ln

∫
T∗(Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc)

(detGmc
M )

1/2

(detGmc,rc
M )

1/2
dμT∗(Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc) +C.

In the above, μT∗(Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc) is defined similarly to (1.9). The case of molecular
constraints can therefore be treated within the general framework considered in this
paper, the sampling of the canonical measure μT∗(Σrc(zrc)∩Σmc) and the computation
of the rigid free energy (4.5) being the problems at hand.

Similar considerations hold for the overdamped Langevin dynamics, upon ap-
propriate modifications (see Remark 4.2 in [36] for further precisions).

4.2. The mean force and the Lagrange multipliers. In this section, the av-
erage of the constraining force (3.2) is related to the gradient of the rigid free
energy (1.13) (or mean force). We also give a similar result for the following gen-
eralized rigid free energy:

FΞ
rgd(ζ) = − 1

β
ln

∫
ΣΞ(ζ)

e−βH(q,p)σΣΞ(ζ)(dq dp).(4.7)

Proposition 4.1. The constraining force fM
rgd : T ∗Σ(z) → R

m defined in (3.2) as

fM
rgd(q, p) = G−1

M (q)∇ξ(q)TM−1∇V (q)−G−1
M (q)Hessq(ξ)(M

−1p,M−1p),

yields on average the rigid free energy derivative:

(4.8) ∇zF
M
rgd(z) =

∫
T∗Σ(z)

fM
rgd(q, p)μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp).

Moreover, for general constraints (2.6) and the associated generalized free energy
(4.7), the formula can be extended as follows: The generalized constraining force is

(4.9)

(
fΞ

gΞ

)
:= Γ−1 {Ξ, H} ,
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where Γ(q, p) = {Ξ,Ξ}(q, p) = ∇ΞT (q, p) J ∇Ξ(q, p) is defined in (2.9), and the
rigid mean force is

(4.10) ∇ζF
Ξ
rgd(ζ) =

1

Zζ

∫
ΣΞ(ζ)

(
fΞ

gΞ

)
e−βH dσΣΞ(ζ),

where Zζ =

∫
ΣΞ(ζ)

e−βHd σΣΞ(ζ), and FΞ
rgd(ζ) is defined in (4.7). When (q, p) is

such that pξ(q, p) = vξ(q, p) = 0, then gΞ(q, p) = 0 and fΞ(q, p) = fM
rgd(q, p).

Proof. Formulas (4.9) and (4.10) are obtained directly by replacing ϕ by e−βH in
Lemma 2.3. The fact that (fΞ(q, p), gΞ(q, p)) = (fM

rgd(q, p), 0) in the tangential case

(namely when pξ(q, p) = vξ(q, p) = 0) is a consequence of (3.8). �

The following lemma gives a momentum-averaged version of the constraining
force (a similar formula exists in the overdamped case; see equations (4.8)-(4.9)
in [9], for example).

Lemma 4.2. The rigid mean force (4.8) can be rewritten as:

(4.11) ∇zFrgd(z) =

∫
T∗Σ(z)

f
M

rgd(q)μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp),

where

(4.12) f
M

rgd(q) = G−1
M (q)∇ξ(q)TM−1∇V (q)−β−1G−1

M (q)Hessq(ξ) :
(
M−1PM (q)

)
.

Proof. Consider the Gaussian distribution κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp) defined in (3.19):

κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp) =

(
β

2π

)(3N−m)/2

exp

(
−β

pTM−1p

2

)
σM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp),

which is the marginal distribution in the momentum variable of the canonical dis-
tribution μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp), conditioned by a given q ∈ Σ(z). Proving Lemma 4.2

amounts to showing that the average of the constraining force fM
rgd with respect to

κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp) yields f

M

rgd:

f
M

rgd(q) =

∫
T∗
q Σ(z)

fM
rgd(q, p)κ

M−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp).

First, we compute the covariance matrix C := cov
(
κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)

)
of the Gaussian dis-

tribution κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp). Since κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp) is a centered Gaussian distribution, C

satisfies, for all p1, p2 ∈ R
3N ,

pT1 M
−1CM−1p2 :=

∫
T∗
q Σ(z)

(
pTM−1p1

) (
pTM−1p2

)
κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp)

=

∫
T∗
q Σ(z)

(
pTM−1PM (q)p1

) (
pTM−1PM (q)p2

)
κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp).
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Denoting 〈p1, p2〉M−1 = pT1 M
−1p2, this yields

pT1 M
−1CM−1p2

=

∫
T∗
q Σ(z)

〈p, PM(q)p1〉M−1〈p, PM (q)p2〉M−1

e−
β
2 〈p,p〉M−1

(2π/β)(3N−m)/2
σM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp)

= β−1〈PM (q)p1, PM (q)p2〉M−1 ,

so that C = β−1PM (q)M . This gives∫
T∗
q Σ(z)

Hessq(ξ)(M
−1p,M−1p)κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp) = β−1Hessq(ξ) :

(
M−1PM (q)

)
.

Averaging (3.2) over momenta thus leads to the desired result. �

Free energy derivatives can also be obtained from the Lagrange multipliers of the
Langevin constrained process (CL). This is very useful in practice since it avoids the
computation of second order derivatives of the reaction coordinates which appear in

the expressions of fM
rgd and f

M

rgd (see the discussion at the beginning of Section 4.3.2):

Theorem 4.3. Consider the rigidly constrained Langevin process solution of (CL),
with associated Lagrange multipliers λt. Assume that ∇ξ, G−1

M and σ are bounded
functions on Σ(z), and γP is strictly positive on T ∗

q Σ(z) (in the sense of symmetric
matrices). Then, the almost sure convergence (1.15) claimed in the introduction
holds:

(4.13) lim
T→+∞

1

T

∫ T

0

dλt = ∇zF
M
rgd(z) a.s.

A similar result holds for the “Hamiltonian part” of the Lagrange multipliers, de-
fined by

(4.14)
dλham

t = dλt +G−1
M ∇ξ(qt)

TM−1
(
−γ(qt)M

−1pt dt+ σ(qt)dWt

)
= fM

rgd(qt, pt) dt.

Indeed, the following almost sure convergence holds:

(4.15) lim
T→+∞

1

T

∫ T

0

dλham
t = ∇zF

M
rgd(z) a.s.

The estimator based on (4.15) has a smaller variance than the estimator based
on (1.15) (or (4.13) above) since only the bounded variation part is retained, and
the martingale part due to the Brownian increments and the dissipation term are
subtracted out. Similar results on variance reduction were obtained in the over-
damped case in [9].

Proof. Recall the expression (3.1) of the Lagrange multipliers, which can be de-
composed as the sum of the constraining force, a dissipation term and a martingale
(fluctuation) term:

dλt = fM
rgd(qt, pt) dt+G−1

M ∇ξ(qt)
TM−1

(
γ(qt)M

−1pt dt− σ(qt)dWt

)
.(4.16)

The result follows from three facts. First, the process is ergodic with respect to
the equilibrium distribution μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) and averaging fM

rgd yields the rigid free

energy derivative in view of Proposition 4.1. This already shows (4.15).
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Second, the Gaussian distribution of μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) with respect to momentum
variables is centered, which yields:∫

T∗Σ(z)

G−1
M (q)∇ξ(q)TM−1γ(q)M−1 p μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) = 0.

Third, the variance of the martingale term can be uniformly bounded as

E

∣∣∣∣∣ 1√
T

∫ T

0

G−1
M (qt)∇ξT (qt)M

−1σ(qt)dWt

∣∣∣∣∣
2

≤
∥∥Tr(G−1

M ∇ξTM−1σσTM−1∇ξG−1
M )

∥∥
∞ .

This implies the almost sure convergence

lim
T→+∞

1

T

∫ T

0

G−1
M (qt)∇ξ(qt)

TM−1σ(qt)dWt = 0;

see for example Theorem 1.3.15 in [17]. �

The fact that averaging the Lagrange multiplier in (4.13) indeed yields the mean
force may not be intuitive. This is actually very much related to the cost interpre-
tation of the Lagrange multipliers in optimization; see [35, Remark 3.29].

4.3. Numerical discretization of the mean force. Estimates of the mean force
based on either (4.8), (4.11) or (4.15) can be obtained.

4.3.1. Averaging local rigid mean forces. Free energy derivatives can be computed

by averaging f
M

rgd(q) or fM
rgd(q, p) with respect to the distribution μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp),

for instance, using the estimators:

lim
K→+∞

1

K

K−1∑
k=0

f
M

rgd(q
k) or lim

K→+∞

1

K

K−1∑
k=0

fM
rgd(q

k, pk).

The functions f
M

rgd(q) and fM
rgd(q, p) may thus be called “rigid local mean forces”.

Note that using the momentum-averaged local mean force f
M

rgd instead of the origi-

nal fM
rgd reduces the variance since the fluctuations of the momentum variable have

been averaged out analytically. Table 1 below confirms this analysis, although the
variance reduction appears to be small in our specific numerical experiment.

Assuming the convergence of the constrained splitting scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-
(3.18) in the probability distribution sense3 to the limiting Langevin process (CL),
the convergence of these estimators to ∇zF

M
rgd(z) is ensured, when taking first the

limit Δt → 0 with K = NΔt such that NΔtΔt → T , and then T → ∞.

4.3.2. Averaging the Lagrange multipliers. Free energy derivatives can also be com-
puted using the Lagrange multipliers of a Langevin constrained process according
to (1.15) or (4.15). This technique avoids the possibly cumbersome computation of
second order derivatives Hessq(ξ) of the reaction coordinate, which appear in the

expressions of fM
rgd or f

M

rgd. Besides, the Lagrange multipliers are needed anyway
for the numerical integration of the dynamics.

3This convergence is also called weak convergence in probability theory. The proof of conver-
gence in the present case may be carried out using classical results; see e.g. [19].
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The computation can be performed as before with a longtime simulation of the
splitting scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) discretizing the Langevin process with con-
straints. The following approximation formula can, for instance, be used:

(4.17) ∇zF
M
rgd(z) �

1

KΔt

K−1∑
k=0

(λk+1/2 + λk+3/4)

where (λk+1/2, λk+3/4) are the Lagrange multipliers in the Hamiltonian part (3.17).
The consistency of this estimator is given by the following proposition.

Proposition 4.4 (Consistency). The approximation formula (4.17) is consistent.
More precisely, the Lagrange multipliers (λn+1/2, λn+3/4) in (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) are
both equivalent when Δt → 0 to the constraining force defined in (3.2):⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

λn+1/2 = fM
rgd(q

n, pn+1/2)
Δt

2
+ O(Δt2),

λn+3/4 = fM
rgd(q

n+1, pn+1/2)
Δt

2
+ O(Δt2).

Moreover, the following second order consistency holds for the sum of the Lagrange
multipliers:

(4.18) λn+1/2 + λn+3/4 =
Δt

2

(
fM
rgd(q

n, pn+1/2) + fM
rgd(q

n+1, pn+1/2)
)
+O(Δt3),

together with the variant:

(4.19) λn+1/2 + λn+3/4 =
Δt

2

(
fM
rgd(q

n, pn+1/4) + fM
rgd(q

n+1, pn+3/4)
)
+O(Δt3).

The variant (4.19), which involves positions and momenta at the beginning and
at the end of the Hamiltonian steps only, is used in (4.21) below to estimate the
time discretization error in the thermodynamic integration method based on the
estimator (4.15).

Proof. For sufficiently small time-steps Δt, the implicit function theorem ensures
that the two projection steps associated with the nonlinear constraints in (3.16)-
(3.17)-(3.18) have a unique smooth solution. A Taylor expansion with respect to Δt
of the position constraints gives

z = ξ(qn+1) = ξ(qn +ΔtM−1pn+1/2)

= ξ(qn) + Δt∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn+1/2 +
Δt2

2
Hessqn(ξ)(M

−1pn+1/2,M−1pn+1/2)

+
Δt3

6
D3

qn(ξ)(M
−1pn+1/2,M−1pn+1/2,M−1pn+1/2) + O(Δt4),

where D3
q(ξ)(x, y, z) ∈ R

m denotes the order 3 differential of ξ computed at q and

evaluated with the vectors x, y, z ∈ R
3N . We denote

αn+1/2(q) := G−1
M (q)D3

q(ξ)(M
−1pn+1/2,M−1pn+1/2,M−1pn+1/2).

Then, the fact that z = ξ(qn+1) = ξ(qn) and the identity

∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn+1/2 = −Δt

2
∇ξ(qn)TM−1∇V (qn) +GM (qn)λn+1/2

yield the following expansion of λn+1/2 in terms of (qn, pn+1/2):

λn+1/2 = fM
rgd(q

n, pn+1/2)
Δt

2
− Δt2

6
αn+1/2(qn) + O(Δt3).
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By time symmetry, the same computation holds for λn+3/4, starting from (qn+1,
pn+3/4) and by formally replacing Δt by −Δt. This can be double checked by
Taylor expanding with respect to Δt the position constraints, as done above for
λn+1/2. It thus holds that

λn+3/4 = fM
rgd(q

n+1, pn+1/2)
Δt

2
+

Δt2

6
αn+1/2(qn+1) + O(Δt3).

The sum of the multipliers therefore reads

λn+1/2 + λn+3/4 − fM
rgd(q

n, pn+1/2)
Δt

2
− fM

rgd(q
n+1, pn+1/2)

Δt

2

=
Δt2

6

(
αn+1/2(qn+1)− αn+1/2(qn)

)
+O(Δt3) = O(Δt3),

which gives (4.18). Now, using the previous calculations, we remark that⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
pn+1/2 = pn+1/4 − Δt

2
∇V (qn) +

Δt

2
∇ξ(qn)fM

rgd(q
n, pn+1/2) + O(Δt2),

pn+1/2 = pn+3/4 +
Δt

2
∇V (qn+1)− Δt

2
∇ξ(qn+1)fM

rgd(q
n+1, pn+1/2) + O(Δt2).

A simple computation then shows

fM
rgd(q

n, pn+1/2)+fM
rgd(q

n+1, pn+1/2)=fM
rgd(q

n, pn+1/4)+fM
rgd(q

n+1, pn+3/4)+O(Δt2).

This gives the claimed second order consistency of the sum of the Lagrange multi-
pliers (4.19). �

Let us discuss the convergence of the approximation (4.17). Assuming again that
the constrained splitting scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) converges in the probability
distribution sense to the limiting Langevin process (CL), the following convergence
in probability distribution occurs when Δt → 0 and NΔtΔt → T :

(4.20) lim
Δt→0

Law

(
1

NΔtΔt

NΔt−1∑
n=0

(λn+1/2 + λn+3/4)

)
= Law

(
1

T

∫ T

0

dλham
t

)
.

This shows the convergence of the estimate (4.17) of the mean force when taking
first the limit Δt → 0 and then T → ∞.

4.3.3. Estimates relying on the Metropolized scheme. When the scheme (3.16)-
(3.17)-(3.18) is complemented with a Metropolis step (see Algorithm 3.5), it is
possible to prove a result on the longtime limit of trajectorial averages (i.e. letting
first the number of iterations go to infinity, and then taking the limit Δt → 0),
upon assuming the irreducibility of the numerical scheme.

Indeed, let us consider the Markov chain (qk, pk) generated by the GHMC scheme
in Algorithm 3.5, and assume (i) the irreducibility of the Markov chain, and (ii)
that appropriate rejections outside the set DΔt = Σ(z) × { 1

2p
TM−1p ≤ RΔt} are

made in the steps (1), (2), (4) of the algorithm. In particular, the projection steps
associated with the nonlinear constraints in Step (2) of Algorithm 3.5 are well
defined.

Then, by ergodicity, an average of the analytic expression of the local rigid

mean force f
M

rgd given in (4.12) yields an estimate of the free energy without time
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discretization error,

lim
K→+∞

1

K

K−1∑
k=0

f
M

rgd(q
k) = ∇zF

M
rgd(z) a.s.

If fM
rgd is used instead of f

M

rgd, then the mean force is computed with some expo-
nentially small error: almost surely,

lim
K→+∞

1

K

K−1∑
k=0

fM
rgd(q

k, pk) =

∫
DΔt

fM
rgd(q, p)μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp)∫
DΔt

μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp)

= ∇zF
M
rgd(z) + O

(
e−αΔt−2

)
for some α > 0. The error arising from replacing the integration over DΔt by an
integration over T ∗Σ(z) is indeed exponentially small in view of (3.22) (namely
RΔt ≥ AΔt−2) and using the fact that the marginal distribution in the p-variable
is Gaussian.

Likewise, for estimates based on Lagrange multipliers, the following longtime
averaging holds: almost surely,

(4.21)

lim
K→+∞

1

KΔt

K−1∑
k=0

(λk+1/2 + λk+3/4)

=

∫
DΔt

fM
rgd(q, p)μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp)∫
DΔt

μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp)
+ O(Δt2),

where we have used the estimate (4.19) on the Lagrange multipliers. The limit
Δt → 0 is obtained by a dominated convergence argument:

lim
Δt→0

lim
K→+∞

1

KΔt

K−1∑
n=0

(λk+1/2 + λk+3/4) = ∇zF
M
rgd(z) a.s.

Note that, due to the Metropolis correction in Algorithm 3.5, the time discretization
error in the sampling of the invariant measure is removed. The only remaining time
discretization errors come from (i) the approximation of the local mean force by
the Lagrange multipliers (this is a second order error), and (ii) the integration
domain being DΔt instead of T ∗Σ(z) (as discussed above, this is an exponentially
small error in Δt). In conclusion, the left-hand side of (4.21) is an approximation
of ∇zF

M
rgd(z) up to a O(Δt2) error term.

4.3.4. Overdamped limit. Finally, let us emphasize that free energy derivatives can
be computed with the estimator (4.17) within the overdamped Langevin framework,
using the scheme (3.27) and the expressions (3.28)-(3.29)-(3.30) of Proposition 3.6.
Let us recall that the latter are equivalent to the scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18) with
fluctuation-dissipation matrices satisfying Δt

4 γ = M = Δt
2 Id. This leads to the

original free energy estimator (recall that, for the overdamped dynamics, R3N is
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equipped with the scalar product associated with the identity matrix):

(4.22) ∇zF
Id
rgd(z) �

1

KΔt

K−1∑
k=0

(λk+1/2 + λk+3/4),

which can be seen as a variant of the variance reduced estimator proposed directly
for the overdamped scheme (3.27) in [9]:

∇zF
Id
rgd(z) �

1

KΔt

K−1∑
k=0

(
λk+1
od +

√
2Δt

β
G−1(qk)∇ξ(qk)TGk

)
=

1

KΔt

K−1∑
k=0

2λk+1/2.

The rigorous justification of the consistency of (4.22) in the limit Δt → 0 follows
from the results of [9].

4.4. Numerical illustration. We consider a system composed of N particles in a
2-dimensional periodic box of side length L, interacting through the purely repulsive
WCA pair potential, which is a truncated Lennard-Jones potential:

VWCA(r) =

⎧⎨⎩ 4ε

[(σ
r

)12

−
(σ
r

)6
]
+ ε if r ≤ r0,

0 if r > r0,

where r denotes the distance between two particles, ε and σ are two positive pa-
rameters and r0 = 21/6σ. Among these particles, two (numbered 1 and 2 in the
following) are designated to form a dimer while the others are solvent particles.
Instead of the above WCA potential, the interaction potential between the two
particles of the dimer is a double-well potential

VS(r) = h

[
1− (r − r0 − w)2

w2

]2
,

where h and w are two positive parameters. The total energy of the system is
therefore, for q ∈ (LT)dN with d = 2,

V (q) = VS(|q1 − q2|) +
∑

3≤i<j≤N

VWCA(|qi − qj |) +
∑
i=1,2

∑
3≤j≤N

VWCA(|qi − qj |).

See [13, 46] for instance for other computational studies using this model.
The potential VS exhibits two energy minima, one corresponding to the compact

state where the length of the dimer is r = r0, and one corresponding to the stretched
state where this length is r = r0 + 2w. The energy barrier separating both states
is h. The reaction coordinate used to describe the transition from the compact to
the stretched state is the normalized bond length of the dimer molecule:

(4.23) ξ(q) =
|q1 − q2| − r0

2w
,

where q1 and q2 are the positions of the two particles forming the dimer. The
compact state (resp. the stretched state) corresponds to the value z = 0 (resp.
z = 1) of the reaction coordinate.

The inverse temperature is set to β = 1, with N = 100 particles (N − 2 solvent
particles and the dimer) with solvent density ρ = (1−2/N)a−2 = 0.436, since there

are N − 2 solvent particles in a square box of side length L = a
√
N with a = 1.5.

The parameters describing the WCA interactions are set to σ = 1 and ε = 1, and
the additional parameters for the dimer are w = 2 and h = 2.
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Figure 1. Left: Estimated mean force. Right: Corresponding
free energy profile.

For this system, M = Id and |∇ξ| is constant, so that the rigid free energy
FM
rgd(z) is equal to the free energy F (z).
The mean force is estimated at the values zi = zmin + iΔz, with zmin = −0.2,

zmax = 1.2 and Δz = 0.014, by ergodic averages obtained with the projected
dynamics with Metropolis correction (Algorithm 3.5, where in the simple case con-
sidered here, the fluctuation-dissipation part can be integrated exactly). For each
value of z, we integrate the dynamics on a time T = 2 × 104 with a step size
Δt = 0.02, using a scalar friction coefficient γ = 1.

The resulting mean force profile is presented in Figure 1, together with the
associated free energy profile. Figure 2 compares the analytical constraining force
fM
rgd(q

n, pn) and the Lagrange multipliers; see Proposition 4.4. In Figure 2, the x-

axis represents the blocks of 105 simulation steps, concatenated for the 101 different
values of zi. It can be seen that the difference between fM

rgd(q
n, pn) and the Lagrange

multipliers is small in any cases, though somewhat larger for the lowest values of ξ.

It can be checked numerically that the differences |λn+1/2 − fM
rgd(q

n, pn+1/2)Δt
2 |

and |λn+3/4−fM
rgd(q

n+1, pn+1/2)Δt
2 | are indeed of order Δt2, and that the difference∣∣∣∣λn+1/2 + λn+3/4 − fM

rgd(q
n, pn+1/2)

Δt

2
− fM

rgd(q
n+1, pn+1/2)

Δt

2

∣∣∣∣
is indeed of order Δt3 (by computing the average of these elementary differences
for various step sizes). The Lagrange multipliers are in any case very good approx-
imations to the constraining force fM

rgd.
Let us finally discuss the efficiency of the different estimators of the mean force,

in terms of their variances. They can be written as the empirical average of the
following random sequences:(

fM
rgd(q

n, pn), f
M

rgd(q
n),

λn+1/2 + λn+3/4

Δt

)
,

where qn, pn, λn+1/2, λn+3/4 are given by the numerical scheme (3.16)-(3.17)-(3.18).
The correlations in time (between the iterates) are very similar for the three meth-
ods, and we therefore simply compute the variance over all the samples. Table 1
compares the so-obtained standard errors over 105 time-steps with Δt = 0.02 (sim-
ulation time T = 2000 for each value of the reaction coordinate). The results show
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Figure 2. Left: The constraining force fM
rgd(q

n, pn) (pale line),
and the difference between the constraining force and its estimate
from the Lagrange multipliers (dark line). Right: Zoom on the
difference between the constraining force and the Lagrange multi-
pliers. Note the difference of scales for the y-axis. In all figures, the
x-axis represents the blocks of 105 simulation steps, concatenated
for the 101 different values of zi.

that the different estimators are more or less equivalent. This is related to the fact
that the essential source of variance comes from the sampling of the positions, and
not the sampling of the velocities. Note, however, that, for the smallest value of the

reaction coordinate, the estimator based on the averaged local mean force f
M

rgd(q
n)

appears to be better in terms of variance.

Table 1. Standard error (square-root of the variance) of three
mean force estimators, with correlations in time neglected, for dif-
ferent values z of the reaction coordinate.

z fM
rgd(q

n, pn)
λn+1/2 + λn+3/4

Δt
f
M

rgd(q
n)

-0.2 22.1 21.9 14.7
0.0 16.0 15.5 15.4
0.2 23.1 22.5 22.9
0.4 21.1 20.4 21.0
0.6 21.4 20.7 21.3
0.8 21.6 20.9 21.5
1.0 21.4 20.6 21.4
1.2 21.0 20.3 20.9

5. Hamiltonian and Langevin nonequilibrium dynamics

This section presents nonequilibrium Hamiltonian and Langevin dynamics with
time-evolving constraints. We thus consider (qt, pt) solution to the dynamics (SCL),
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which we recall for convenience:

(SCL)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
dqt = M−1pt dt,

dpt = −∇V (qt) dt− γP (qt)M
−1pt dt+ σP (qt) dWt +∇ξ(qt) dλt,

ξ(qt) = z(t), (Cq(t)).

We prove, in particular, the fluctuation identity (1.19); see (5.22) below. Recall
(see (1.16)) that, for simplicity, we assume in this section that the fluctuation-
dissipation matrices are assumed to be of the form (σP , γP ) = (PM σ, PM γ PT

M )
with γ, σ ∈ R

3N×3N . At variance with the previous sections, we do not assume
that γP is strictly positive. Actually, γP = 0 corresponds to an interesting case:
the deterministic Hamiltonian dynamics.

To our knowledge, the standard work fluctuations derived so far (except for
our previous work [34]) apply only to the case of time-dependent Hamiltonians.
It is possible to consider transitions in the values of some reaction coordinate in
this framework upon resorting to steered molecular dynamics techniques. In this
case, a penalty term ε−1(ξ(q) − z(t))2 (with ε small) is used in the energy of
the system to “softly” constrain the system to remain close to the submanifold
Σ(z(t)) = {q ∈ R

3N | ξ(q) = z(t)} at time t. However, it is observed in practice
that the statistical fluctuations increase with smaller ε (see [42]). We propose
instead to replace the stiff constraining potential ε−1(ξ(q)−z)2 by a projection onto
the submanifold Σ(z). This is reminiscent of the replacement of stiff constrained
Langevin dynamics by rigidly constrained ones; see Remark 3.3.

This section is organized as follows. We first define the generalized free en-
ergy which is naturally computed with (SCL), and relate it to the standard free
energy (1.12) in Section 5.1. Then, we give some precisions on the nonequilib-
rium dynamics (SCL) in Section 5.2. Next, we prove an appropriate version of the
Jarzynski-Crooks fluctuation equality in Section 5.3. A numerical discretization of
the nonequilibrium dynamics is proposed in Section 5.4, together with various ap-
proximations of the work. In particular, we propose a numerical strategy to obtain
a Jarzynski-Crooks identity without time discretization error (see Section 5.4.5).
We then consider the overdamped limit when the mass matrix M goes to 0 (see
Section 5.5). Finally, in Section 5.6, we present some numerical results for the
model system already considered in Section 4.4.

5.1. Generalized free energy. For the (qt, pt) solution to the Langevin dynam-
ics (SCL), the reaction coordinate evolution ξ(qt) = z(t) implies that vξ(qt, pt) =
ż(t), so that, at each time t ≥ 0, the system (qt, pt) belongs to the state space
Σξ,vξ(z(t), ż(t)). As a consequence, the free energy difference computed in this sec-
tion by the Jarzynski relation without correction (see (5.20) below) is in fact the
generalized rigid free energy FΞ

rgd defined in (4.7), in the special case Ξ = (ξ, vξ)
T :

FΞ
rgd(ζ) = − 1

β
ln

∫
ΣΞ(ζ)

e−βH(q,p)σΣΞ(ζ)(dq dp).

The latter free energy is associated to the normalization constant Zz(t),ż(t) of the
distribution μΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t)) defined by (2.15). The generalized rigid free energy (4.7)

can be explicitly related to the usual free energy as follows. First, remark that, for
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a fixed q,∫
Σvξ(q,·)(vz)

exp

(
−β

2
pTM−1p

)
σM−1

Σvξ(q,·)(vz)
(dp)

= exp

(
−β

2
vTz G

−1
M (q)vz

)∫
T∗
q Σ(z)

exp

(
−β

2
pTM−1p

)
σM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp)

=
(
2πβ−1

) 3N−m
2 exp

(
−β

2
vTz G

−1
M (q)vz

)
.

In the above, the change of variable p → p−∇ξ(q)G−1
M (q)vz has been used, in the

space

Σvξ(q,·)(vz) =
{
p ∈ R

3N
∣∣∣∇ξ(q)TM−1

(
p−∇ξ(q)G−1

M (q)vz

)
= 0

}
.

Note that 1
2v

T
z G

−1
M (q)vz can be interpreted as the kinetic energy of the reaction co-

ordinate ξ. Using the decomposition of measures (2.24) and the above calculations,
an alternative expression of the generalized free energy is

(5.1) F
ξ,vξ
rgd (z, vz) = − 1

β
ln

∫
Σ(z)

exp

(
−βV (q)− β

2
vTz G

−1
M (q)vz

)
σM
Σ(z)(dq) + C,

where, as usual, C denotes a generic constant (independent of z) whose value may
vary from line to line. As a consequence, the standard free energy (1.12) is easily
recovered from the generalized free energy, using relations similar to (1.14). In-
deed, using (5.1), and with computations similar to the ones leading to (4.2), the
difference of the two free energies writes:
(5.2)

F (z)− F
ξ,vξ
rgd (z, vz)

= − 1

β
ln

∫
Σξ,vξ

(z,vz)

(detGM (q))−1/2 exp

(
β

2
vTz G

−1
M (q)vz

)
μΣξ,vξ

(z,vz)(dq dp) + C.

In practical nonequilibrium computations, the profile t �→ F (z(t)) can then be com-
puted by adding a corrector to the work value in the Jarzynski estimator computing

F
ξ,vξ
rgd (z(t), ż(t)). This yields the identity (5.22) mentioned in the introduction and

proved below (see the discussion after Theorem 5.3).

5.2. Dynamics and generators. The explicit expression of the Lagrange multi-
pliers in (SCL) is obtained by a computation similar to (3.1) for the case without
switching, by differentiating twice the constraints over time:

d2

dt2
ξ(qt) = z̈(t).

In view of the special structure of (σP , γP ), this leads to

dλt = fM
rgd(qt, pt) dt+G−1

M (qt)z̈(t) dt

+G−1
M ∇ξ(qt)

TM−1
(
γP (qt)M

−1pt dt− σP (qt) dWt

)
= fM

rgd(qt, pt) dt+G−1
M (qt)z̈(t) dt.(5.3)

The expression (5.3) does not depend on the fluctuation-dissipation tensors (σP , γP ).
This leads to simplified computations and motivates the special form of the latter
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matrices. The momentum evolution (SCL) thus simplifies as

(5.4)
dpt = −∇V (qt) dt+∇ξ(qt)f

M
rgd(qt, pt) dt+∇ξ(qt)G

−1
M (qt)z̈(t) dt

− γP (qt)M
−1pt dt+ σP (qt) dWt.

Let us denote by Lf
t the generator of the forward dynamics t �→ (qt, pt) defined

in (SCL). The latter has a backward switching version, t′ �→ (qbt′ , p
b
t′), obtained by

using a time reversed switching t′ �→ z(T − t′), and by reversing the momentum
first in the initial condition, and then reversing them back after the time evolu-
tion (see [5] for more general backward dynamics). More precisely, the backward
dynamics can be defined through its generator

(5.5) Lb
t′ = RLf

T−t′ R,

where Lf
T−t′ is the generator of the forward process at time t = T−t′, and R : φ �→

φ ◦ S is the momentum flip operator with S(q, p) = (q,−p). Thus t′ �→ (qbt′ ,−pbt′)
is solution of the forward evolution equation (SCL) with a switching schedule t′ �→
z(T − t′). Therefore, the time evolution of the backward dynamics is given by

(5.6)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
dqbt′ = −M−1pbt′dt

′,

dpbt′ = ∇V (qbt′) dt
′ − γP (q

b
t′)M

−1pbt′ dt
′ + σP (q

b
t′) dW

b
t′ +∇ξ(qbt′) dλ

b
t′ ,

ξ(qbt′) = z(T − t′).

In the following proposition, the expressions of Lf
t and Lb

t′ are explicitly written.

Proposition 5.1. Consider ζ(t) = (z(t), ż(t)). Then, the generator of the forward
process (SCL) at time t ∈ [0, T ] reads:

(5.7) Lf
t = { · , H}Ξ + Lthm

Ξ + {·,Ξ}Γ−1ζ̇(t),

and the generator of the backward process (5.6) at time t′ ∈ [0, T ] reads:

(5.8) Lb
t′ = −{ · , H}Ξ + Lthm

Ξ − {·,Ξ}Γ−1ζ̇(T − t′),

where

Lthm
Ξ =

1

β
eβHdivp

(
e−βH γP ∇p ·

)
is the fluctuation-dissipation operator defined in (3.5).

Proof. First, let us consider the terms in (SCL) arising from the Hamiltonian evolu-
tion and from the switching (i.e. without fluctuation-dissipation, which amounts to
setting γP = 0 and σP = 0 in (SCL)). Since during this dynamics vξ(qt, pt) = ż(t),
(3.6) yields:

{Ξ, H} (qt, pt) =
(

ż(t)
Hessqt(ξ)(M

−1pt,M
−1pt)−

(
∇ξTM−1∇V

)
(qt)

)
,

so that, using (3.7),

(5.9) Γ−1(qt, pt)
(
{Ξ, H} (qt, pt)− ζ̇(t)

)
=

(
G−1

M (qt)z̈(t) + fM
rgd(qt, pt)

0

)
.

With (3.9), we then obtain:

{ϕ,Ξ}Γ−1
(
ζ̇(t)− {Ξ, H}

)
(qt, pt)

=
(
G−1

M (qt)z̈(t) + fM
rgd(qt, pt)

)T ∇ξ(qt)
T∇pϕ(qt, pt).
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Now, the Hamiltonian part of the switched dynamics (SCL) (see also (5.4)) can be
recognized in the latter equation, so that the generator Lf

t when (γP , σP ) = (0, 0)
reads: for any smooth test function ϕ,

Lf
t(ϕ) =

(
∇ξfM

rgd +∇ξG−1
M z̈(t)

)T ∇pϕ− (∇V )T ∇pϕ+ pTM−1∇qϕ

= {ϕ,Ξ}Γ−1(ζ̇(t)− {Ξ, H}) + {ϕ,H}
= {ϕ,H}Ξ + {ϕ,Ξ}Γ−1ζ̇(t).(5.10)

The full expression of the generator Lf
t is then obtained by adding the terms arising

from the fluctuation-dissipation. These terms are directly obtained from the terms
involving γP and σP in (5.4), as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.

The generator of the backward switching process given by (5.6) can be obtained
from similar computations. First, the thermostat parts in (5.6) and in (SCL) are
the same. Consider now the Hamiltonian part (obtained by taking (γP , σP ) =
(0, 0)) in the dynamics (5.6). By definition of the backward dynamics, and the
expression (5.10) of the forward dynamics, the Hamiltonian part reads

Lb
t′(ϕ)(q, p) = RLf

T−t′ (R(ϕ)) (q, p)

=
(
∇ξ(q)fM

rgd(q, p) +∇ξ(q)G−1
M (q)z̈(T − t′)

)T
(−∇pϕ)

−∇V (q)T (−∇pϕ)− pTM−1∇qϕ,

so that Lb
t′ϕ = −Lf

T−t′ϕ = −{ϕ,H}Ξ − {ϕ,Ξ}Γ−1ζ̇(T − t′). This gives (5.8). �

5.3. Jarzynski-Crooks identity. Before stating the main result of this section
(Theorem 5.3 below), we need to introduce a notion of work. This quantity is most
conveniently defined for deterministic dynamics, but the corresponding definition
is also valid for stochastic dynamics.

We define the work (Wt)t≥0 associated with the constraining force ∇ξ(qt) dλt

in (SCL) as the physical displacement multiplied by the force

dWt :=

(
dqt
dt

)T

◦
(
∇ξ(qt) dλt

)
=

(
dqt
dt

)T

∇ξ(qt) ◦ dλt = żT (t) ◦ dλt

= żT (t) dλt.(5.11)

By convention, W0 = 0. In the above computations, we used successively the fact
that t �→ ξ(qt), and then t �→ z(t) are differentiable processes, so that Stratonovitch
and Itô integrations are equivalent. Let us introduce the deterministic version of
the nonequilibrium process (SCL) (i.e. (γP , σP ) = (0, 0)):

(5.12)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
dq̃t = M−1p̃t dt,

dp̃t = −∇V (q̃t) dt+∇ξ(q̃t) dλ̃t,

ξ(q̃t) = z(t), (Cq(t))

and denote by Φt,t+h : Σξ,vξ (z(t), ż(t)) → Σξ,vξ (z(t + h), ż(t + h)) the associated
flow between time t ∈ [0, T ] and t + h ∈ [0, T ]. The work can now be written out
more explicitly using the following lemma:

Lemma 5.2. The infinitesimal variation of the work (5.11) reads:

dWt = w(t, qt, pt) dt,
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where for all t ∈ [0, T ] and all (q, p) ∈ Σξ,vξ (z(t), ż(t)),

w(t, q, p) = ζ̇(t)TΓ−1 {Ξ, H} (q, p)(5.13)

= ż(t)T
(
G−1

M (q)z̈(t) + fM
rgd(q, p)

)
(5.14)

=

(
d

dh
H ◦ Φt,t+h

)∣∣∣∣
h=0

(q, p).(5.15)

The total exchanged work is then a time integral associated with the path t �→ (qt, pt),
and is denoted by (recall that Wt is defined in (5.11)):

W0,T

(
{qt, pt}0≤t≤T

)
= WT =

∫ T

0

w(t, qt, pt) dt.

Note that the expression (5.15) can be interpreted as the energy variation of the
system during the switching when the stochastic thermostat is turned off.

Proof. The expression of the Lagrange multipliers in (5.3) yields (5.14):

ż(t)Tdλt = ż(t)T
(
G−1

M (qt)z̈(t) + fM
rgd(qt, pt)

)
dt.

Moreover, (5.9) gives:

ż(t)T
(
G−1

M (qt)z̈(t) + fM
rgd(qt, pt)

)
dt = ζ̇(t)TΓ−1(qt, pt)

(
{Ξ, H} (qt, pt)− ζ̇(t)

)
= ζ̇(t)TΓ−1 {Ξ, H} (qt, pt),

where in the last line we have used ζ̇(t)TΓ−1ζ̇(t) = 0. This gives (5.13). To
prove (5.15), we compute the variations of the energy H(q̃t, p̃t) for (q̃t, p̃t) solution
of (5.12) with initial condition (q, p):

dH(q̃t, p̃t) = p̃Tt M
−1 dp̃t + p̃Tt M

−1∇V (q̃t) dt

= ż(t)T dλ̃t

= ż(t)T
(
G−1

M (q̃t)z̈(t) + fM
rgd(q̃t, p̃t)

)
dt.

The last equality is obtained using the computation of the Lagrange multipliers
in (5.3). This yields (5.15). �

We are now in position to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 5.3 (Jarzynski-Crooks fluctuation identity). Consider the normalization
Zz(t),ż(t) for the canonical distribution μΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t)) defined in (2.15). Denote

by {qt, pt}0≤t≤T the solution of the forward Langevin dynamics (SCL) with initial
conditions distributed according to

(5.16) (q0, p0) ∼ μΣξ,vξ
(z(0),ż(0))(dq dp),

and by {qbt′ , pbt′}0≤t′≤T the solution of the backward Langevin process (5.6) with
initial conditions distributed according to

(5.17) (qb0 , p
b
0) ∼ μΣξ,vξ

(z(T ),ż(T ))(dq dp).

Then, the following Jarzynski-Crooks identity holds on [0, T ]: for any bounded path
functional ϕ[0,T ],

(5.18)
Zz(T ),ż(T )

Zz(0),ż(0)
=

E

(
ϕ[0,T ] ({qt, pt}0≤t≤T ) e

−βW0,T ({qt,pt}t∈[0,T ])
)

E

(
ϕr
[0,T ]

(
{qbt′ , pbt′}0≤t′≤T

)) ,
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where ( · )r denotes the composition with the operation of time reversal of paths:

(5.19) ϕr
[0,T ]

(
{qbt′ , pbt′}0≤t′≤T

)
= ϕ[0,T ]

(
{qbT−t, p

b
T−t}0≤t≤T

)
.

Note that the theorem still holds in the Hamiltonian case, i.e., when (γP , σP ) =
(0, 0). The choice ϕ[0,T ] = 1 in (5.18) leads to the following work fluctuation
identity:

(5.20) F
ξ,vξ
rgd (z(T ), ż(T ))− F

ξ,vξ
rgd (z(0), ż(0)) = − 1

β
ln
[
E

(
e−βW0,T ({qt,pt}t∈[0,T ])

) ]
.

Besides, upon choosing a path functional exp(θβW0,T ), it is possible to obtain a
family of free energy estimators, parameterized by θ and where both forward and
backward paths are weighted by the exponential of some work. Moreover, the
standard Crooks equality on ratios of probability density functions of work values
is also a consequence of (5.18); see Section 4.2.2 in [35].

Note also that the choice ϕ[0,T ](q, p) = φ(qT , pT ) leads to the following represen-
tation of the canonical distribution μΣξ,vξ

(z(T ),ż(T )):

(5.21)

E

(
φ(qT , pT )e

−βW0,T ({qt,pt}t∈[0,T ])
)

E

(
e−βW0,T ({qt,pt}t∈[0,T ])

)
=

∫
Σξ,vξ

(z(T ),ż(T ))

φ(q, p)μΣξ,vξ
(z(T ),ż(T ))(dq dp).

The usual free energy profile z �→ F (z) can therefore be computed using the rela-
tions (1.18)-(1.19) presented in the introduction. Indeed, equation (1.19) (see (5.22)
below) can be proved by combining (5.2) and (5.20)–(5.21) as follows:

F (z(T ))− F (z(0)) =
(
F (z(T ))− F

ξ,vξ
rgd (z(T ), ż(T ))

)
−
(
F (z(0))− F

ξ,vξ
rgd (z(0), ż(0))

)
− 1

β
ln
[
E

(
e−βW0,T ({qt,pt}t∈[0,T ])

) ]
= − 1

β
lnE

(
(detGM (qT ))

−1/2e
β
2 ż(T )TG−1

M (qT )ż(T ) e−βW0,T ({qt,pt}t∈[0,T ])
)

+
1

β
lnE

(
(detGM (q0))

−1/2e
β
2 ż(0)

TG−1
M (q0)ż(0)

)
,

so that, with the corrector C(t, q) =
1

2β
ln
(
detGM (q)

)
− 1

2
ż(t)TG−1

M (q)ż(t) defined

in (1.18),

(5.22) F (z(T ))− F (z(0)) = − 1

β
ln

⎛⎝E

(
e−β[W0,T ({qt,pt}0≤t≤T )+C(T,qT )]

)
E
(
e−βC(0,q0)

)
⎞⎠ .

Estimators of the free energy based on (5.22) can then be constructed; see Chapter 4
in [35] for a review.

Before turning to the proof of Theorem 5.3, we first give the general lemma which
enables to deduce the Jarzynski-Crooks fluctuation identity from a nonequilibrium
detailed balance condition (similar to the one presented in [5] for switchings arising
from a time-dependence in the Hamiltonian).
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Lemma 5.4. Let (qt, pt)0≤t≤T (resp. (qbt , p
b
t )0≤t≤T ) be a Markov process with

infinitesimal generator Lf
t (resp. Lb

t ) and initial conditions distributed according
to (5.16) (resp. (5.17)). Let us assume that the following nonequilibrium detailed
balance condition is satisfied: for any two smooth test functions ϕ1, ϕ2,∫

Σξ,vξ
(z(t),ż(t))

(
ϕ1Lf

t(ϕ2)− ϕ2Lb
T−t(ϕ1)

)
e−βH dσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

=

∫
Σξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

βw(t, ·)ϕ1ϕ2e
−βH dσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

+
d

dt

(∫
Σξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

ϕ1ϕ2e
−βH dσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

)
.

(5.23)

Then the Jarzynski-Crooks fluctuation identity (5.18) holds.

Proof. We use in this proof the shorthand notation Zt, πt and St for the parti-
tion function Zz(t),ż(t), the (unnormalized) distribution Zz(t),ż(t)μΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t)) =

e−βHσΣξ,vξ
(z(t),ż(t)) and the submanifold Σξ,vξ(z(t), ż(t)), respectively.

Let us introduce the following weighted transition operators: for any bounded
test function ϕ,

P f
t,T (ϕ)(q, p) = E

(
ϕ(qT , pT ) e

−βWt,T ({qs,ps}s∈[t,T ])
∣∣∣ (qt, pt) = (q, p)

)
,(5.24)

P b
t′,T (ϕ)(q, p) = E

(
ϕ(qbT , p

b
T )

∣∣∣ (qbt′ , pbt′) = (q, p)
)
,(5.25)

where (qt, pt)0≤t≤T (resp. (qbt , p
b
t )0≤t≤T ) is a Markov process with infinitesimal

generator Lf
t (resp. Lb

t ), and Wt,T = W0,T −W0,t.
We assume that these operators are well defined and smooth with respect to

time for sufficiently smooth test functions defined in an open neighborhood of
Σξ,vξ(z(t), ż(t)) and Σξ,vξ(z(t

′), ż(t′)), respectively (for any t, t′ ∈ [0, T ]).
The transition operators satisfy the following backward Kolmogorov evolution

equations:⎧⎨⎩∂tP
f
t,T = −Lf

tP
f
t,T + β w(t, ·)P f

t,T ,

P f
T,T = Id,

⎧⎨⎩∂t′P
b
t′,T = −Lb

t′P
b
t′,T ,

P b
T,T = Id.

Consider now two test functions ϕ0 and ϕT . The balance condition (5.23) implies

d

dt

(∫
St

P f
t,T (ϕT )P

b
T−t,T (ϕ0) dπt

)
= 0.

Integrating this equality on [0, T ] yields

(5.26)

∫
S0

P f
0,T (ϕT )ϕ0 dπ0 =

∫
ST

ϕT P b
0,T (ϕ0) dπT ,

which is the Crooks identity (5.18) for path functionals of the form

ϕ[0,T ](q, p) = ϕ0(q0, p0)ϕT (qT , pT ).

Indeed,∫
S0

P f
0,T (ϕT )ϕ0 dπ0 = Z0 E

[
ϕT (qT , pT )ϕ0(q0, p0) e

−βW0,T ({qs,ps}s∈[0,T ])
]
,
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while ∫
ST

ϕT P b
0,T (ϕ0) dπT = ZT E

[
ϕT (q

b
0 , p

b
0)ϕ0(q

b
T , p

b
T )
]
.

Then, using the Markov property of the forward and backward processes, Crooks
identity (5.18) can be extended to finite-dimensional path functionals of the form

(5.27) ϕ[0,T ](q, p) = ϕ0(q0, p0) . . . ϕk(qtk , ptk) . . . ϕK(qT , pT )

with 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tK = T by repeatedly using a variant of (5.26) on time
subintervals [tk, tk+1] (see the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [35] for further precisions).
This allows us to conclude since finite dimensional time marginal laws characterize
the distribution on continuous paths; see for instance [19]. �

We are now in position to write:

Proof of Theorem 5.3. By Lemma 5.4, it is sufficient to prove the nonequilibrium
detailed balance (5.23) for the Markov processes (qt, pt)0≤t≤T and (qbt , p

b
t )0≤t≤T , so-

lutions to (SCL) and (5.6), respectively, with generators Lf
t and Lb

t′ defined by (5.7)
and (5.8).

First, using Lemma 2.3, we compute the variation of the unnormalized canonical
equilibrium distribution with constraints with respect to the switching:

d

dt

(∫
Σξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

ϕ1ϕ2 e
−βH dσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

)

=

∫
Σξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

ζ̇(t)TΓ−1
{
Ξ, ϕ1ϕ2 e

−βH
}
dσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t)).(5.28)

On the other hand, (5.13) and Proposition 5.1 give

ϕ1Lf
t(ϕ2)− ϕ2Lb

T−t(ϕ1)− βw(t, ·)ϕ1ϕ2

= {ϕ1ϕ2, H}Ξ + eβH
{
ϕ1ϕ2e

−βH ,Ξ
}
Γ−1ζ̇(t)

+ ϕ1
1

β
eβHdivp

(
e−βHγP∇pϕ2

)
− ϕ2

1

β
eβHdivp

(
e−βHγP∇pϕ1

)
.

(5.29)

Now, (5.23) can be checked in two steps. First, the last two terms in (5.29)
(the “thermostat” terms) cancel out after integration with respect to
e−βH dσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t)) thanks to the detailed balance condition (3.12). Then, an

integration of (5.29) with respect to e−βH dσΣξ,vξ
(z(t),ż(t)) gives, in view of (5.28)

and (2.25),∫
Σξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

(
ϕ1Lf

t(ϕ2)− ϕ2Lb
T−t(ϕ1)− βw(t, ·)ϕ1ϕ2

)
e−βHdσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

=

∫
Σξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

{
ϕ1ϕ2e

−βH ,Ξ
}
Γ−1ζ̇(t) dσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

=
d

dt

(∫
Σξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

ϕ1ϕ2 e
−βH dσΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t))

)
,

which is indeed (5.23). Note that the time-regularity on the evolution semi-groups
(5.24)-(5.25) required to make these computations rigorous is proved in the over-
damped case in the proof of Theorem A.5 in [34]. A similar proof can be carried
out for constrained Langevin equations. �
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5.4. Numerical schemes. In this section, a numerical scheme for the nonequi-
librium dynamics (SCL) and the associated free energy estimator are presented.
As for Langevin processes with constraints (Section 3.2), a splitting between the
Hamiltonian part and the thermostat part of the dynamics (SCL) leads to a sim-
ple and natural scheme (see (5.30)-(5.31)-(5.32) below). Note that a consistent
numerical scheme in the case of Hamiltonian dynamics can be obtained by consid-
ering only (5.31) (this corresponds to γ = σ = 0). Besides, we propose a discrete
Jarzynski-Crooks identity without time discretization error; see Section 5.4.5.

The reaction coordinate path is first discretized as {z(0), . . . , z(tNT
)} where NT

is the number of time-steps. For simplicity, equal time increments are used, so that
Δt = T

NT
and tn = nΔt. The deterministic Hamiltonian part in the equations

of motion (SCL) with switched position constraints ξ(q) = z(t) can be integrated
by a velocity-Verlet algorithm with constraints similar to (3.17). The fluctuation-
dissipation term in (SCL) can be integrated similarly to the constrained case with-
out switching (3.16)-(3.18), using an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on the momentum
variable approximated by a midpoint Euler scheme. In conclusion, the splitting
scheme for the Langevin dynamics with time-evolving constraints reads as follows:
Take initial conditions (q0, p0) distributed according to μ

Σξ,vξ

(
z(t0),

z(t1)−z(t0)
Δt

) and

iterate on 0 ≤ n ≤ NT − 1:{
pn+1/4 = pn − Δt

4
γP (q

n)M−1(pn+1/4 + pn) +

√
Δt

2
σP (q

n)Gn,(5.30) ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pn+1/2 = pn+1/4 − Δt

2
∇V (qn) +∇ξ(qn)λn+1/2,

qn+1 = qn +Δt M−1pn+1/2,

ξ(qn+1) = z(tn+1), (Cq),

pn+3/4 = pn+1/2 − Δt

2
∇V (qn+1) +∇ξ(qn+1)λn+3/4,

∇ξ(qn+1)TM−1pn+3/4 =
z(tn+2)− z(tn+1)

Δt
, (Cp),

(5.31)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
pn+1 = pn+3/4 − Δt

4
γP (q

n+1)M−1(pn+3/4 + pn+1)

+

√
Δt

2
σP (q

n+1)Gn+1/2,
(5.32)

where (Gn) and (Gn+1/2) are sequences of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables of mean 0
and covariance matrix Id3N . Note that the momenta obtained from (5.30)-(5.31)-
(5.32) satisfy

(5.33)
∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn+1/4 = ∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn = ∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn−1/4

=
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt
,

so that constraints on momenta are automatically enforced, and no Lagrange mul-
tiplier is needed in (5.30) and (5.32).

We comment in the subsequent sections on the different parts of the scheme.
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5.4.1. Comments on the Hamiltonian scheme (5.31). The Lagrange multipliers
λn+1/2 are associated with the position constraints (Cq), and the Lagrange multi-

pliers λn+3/4 are associated with the velocity constraints (Cp). In (Cp), the velocity
of the switching at time tn+1 is discretized as

ż(tn+1) �
z(tn+2)− z(tn+1)

Δt
.

The latter choice is motivated by the following observation: The position after one
step of an unconstrained motion, given by

q̃n+1 = qn +Δt M−1pn+1/4 − Δt2

2
M−1∇V (qn),

already satisfies (Cq) up to error terms of order two with respect to Δt. Indeed,
using (5.33):

ξ(q̃n+1) = ξ(qn) + Δt∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn+1/4 +O(Δt2) = z(tn+1) + O(Δt2).

This property is useful to ensure a fast convergence of the numerical algorithm
solving the nonlinear constraints (Cq).

The numerical flow associated with (5.31) is denoted in the sequel as
(5.34)

Φn :

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn),

z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)
→ Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn+1),

z(tn+2)− z(tn+1)

Δt

)
,

(qn, pn+1/4) �→ (qn+1, pn+3/4).

It can be proven that Φn is a symplectic map. The proof is indeed exactly the same
as for the symplecticity of the classical RATTLE scheme; see [22, Sections VII.1.3]
for an explicit computation for symplectic Euler and [22, Sections VII.1.4] for an
extension to RATTLE. As a consequence, Φn transports the phase space measure
σ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn),

z(tn+1)−z(tn)

Δt

) to the phase space measure σ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn+1),

z(tn+2)−z(tn+1)

Δt

).

5.4.2. Comments on the fluctuation-dissipation part (5.30)-(5.32). In practice,
(5.30) may be rewritten in a form more suited to numerical computations. Of
course, similar considerations hold for (5.32). Since γP (q) = PM (q)γPM (q)T and
σP (q) = PM (q)σ, (5.30) is equivalent to:

(5.35)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pn+1/4 = pn − Δt

4
γM−1

(
pn + pn+1/4 − 2∇ξG−1

M (qn)
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)
+

√
Δt

2
σ Gn +∇ξ(qn)T λn+1/4,

∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn+1/4 =
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt
, (Cp)

where the Lagrange multiplier λn+1/4 is associated with the constraint (Cp). The
equivalence between (5.30) and (5.35) can be checked by multiplying (5.35) by
PM (qn) and using (5.33).
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The Lagrange multiplier λn+1/4 in (5.35) is obtained by multiplying the above

equation by ∇ξ(qn)TM−1
(
Id + Δt

4 γM−1
)−1

, and solving the following linear sys-
tem:

z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt
= ∇ξ(qn)TM−1

(
Id +

Δt

4
γM−1

)−1(
Id− Δt

4
γM−1

)
pn

+∇ξ(qn)TM−1

(
Id +

Δt

4
γM−1

)−1

×
(
γM−1∇ξ(qn)G−1

M (qn)
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

2
+

√
Δt

2
σ Gn

)

+∇ξ(qn)TM−1

(
Id +

Δt

4
γM−1

)−1

∇ξ(qn)λn+1/4.

This system is well posed. Indeed, the matrix∇ξ(qn)TM−1
(
Id+Δt

4 γM−1
)−1 ∇ξ(qn)

can be rewritten as ∇ξ(q)TS∇ξ(q) with S = M−1
(
Id + Δt

4 γM−1
)−1

. Both M and
γ are symmetric and nonnegative, so that S is symmetric, positive and invertible.
Finally, the invertibility of ∇ξ(q)TS∇ξ(q) follows from the invertibility of GM (q).

In the special case when γ and M are equal up to a multiplicative constant,
the numerical integration can be simplified using the explicit formula (3.20) and
the method described below (3.20), which still holds for the tangential part of the
momentum. See Section 5.6 below for further precisions.

5.4.3. Discretization of the backward process (5.6). The splitting scheme for the
backward Langevin dynamics with time-evolving constraints (5.6) reads as follows:
Denote n′ = NT − n, take initial conditions (qb,0, pb,0) distributed according to
μ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(tNT

),
z(tNT +1)−z(tNT

)

Δt

) and iterate on 0 ≤ n′ ≤ NT − 1,

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
pb,n

′+1/4 = pb,n
′ − Δt

4
γP (q

b,n′
)M−1(pb,n

′+1/4 + pb,n
′
)

+

√
Δt

2
σP (q

b,n′
)Gb,n′

,
(5.36)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pb,n
′+1/2 = pb,n

′+1/4 +
Δt

2
∇V (qb,n

′
) +∇ξ(qb,n

′
)λb,n′+1/2,

qb,n
′+1 = qb,n

′ −Δt M−1pb,n
′+1/2,

ξ(qb,n
′+1) = z(tNT−n′−1), (Cq),

pb,n
′+3/4 = pb,n

′+1/2 +
Δt

2
∇V (qb,n

′+1) +∇ξ(qb,n
′+1)λb,n′+3/4,

∇ξ(qb,n
′+1)TM−1pb,n

′+3/4 =
z(tNT−n′)− z(tNT−n′−1)

Δt
, (Cp),

(5.37)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
pb,n

′+1 = pb,n
′+3/4 − Δt

4
γP (q

b,n′+1)M−1(pb,n
′+3/4 + pb,n

′+1)

+

√
Δt

2
σP (q

b,n′+1)Gb,n′+1/2,
(5.38)
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where (Gb,n′
) and (Gb,n′+1/2) are sequences of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables of

mean 0 and covariance matrix Id3N . The numerical flow associated with (5.37) is
denoted

Φb,n′
:

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn),

z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)
→ Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn−1),

z(tn)− z(tn−1)

Δt

)
,

(qb,n
′
, pb,n

′+1/4) �→ (qb,n
′+1, pb,n

′+3/4).

where we recall n′ = NT −n. Assuming that the flow Φn given by (5.34) and Φb,n′

are both well defined, the following reversibility property is easily checked (extend-
ing the symmetry property of the standard RATTLE scheme; see for instance [22,
Section VII.1.4]):

(5.39) Φb,NT−n ◦ Φn−1 = Id.

5.4.4. Work discretization and free energy computations. The work (5.11) can be
approximated using the Lagrange multipliers in (5.31):

(5.40)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
W0 = 0,

Wn+1 = Wn +

(
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)T (
λn+1/2 + λn+3/4

)
,

for n = 0 . . . NT − 1. The (formal) consistency of the work discretization (5.40) in
the time continuous limit is a direct consequence of the work expression (5.11).

An estimator of the free energy profile is then obtained by using K indepen-
dent realizations of the switching process, computing the work WNT ,k for each
realization k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} (with the numerical trajectories obtained from the nu-
merical scheme (5.30)-(5.31)-(5.32) and i.i.d. initial conditions sampled according
to μ

Σξ,vξ

(
z(t0),

z(t1)−z(t0)
Δt

)), and approximating (5.22), rewritten up to an unimpor-

tant additive constant (independent of T ), as

F (z(T )) � − 1

β
lnE

(
e−β[WNT +CNT (qNT )]

)
,

with empirical averages such as

− 1

β
ln

(
1

K

K∑
k=1

exp
[
−β

(
WNT ,k + CNT (qNT ,k)

)])
.

In the above, the discretization Cn(q) of the corrector (1.18) is
(5.41)

Cn(q) =
1

2β
ln
(
detGM (q)

)
− 1

2

(
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)T

G−1
M (q)

(
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)
.

We refer to Chapter 4 in [35] for more background on free energy estimators for
nonequilibrium dynamics. In particular, it is possible to compute a work associated
with the backward switching from the Lagrange multipliers in (5.6), and to resort
to bridge estimators (see Section 4.2.3 in [35]).

However, using approximations such as (5.40) in the Jarzynski-Crooks identity
introduces a time discretization error. We show in the next section how to eliminate
this error.
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5.4.5. Discrete Jarzynski-Crooks identity. It turns out that a discrete version of
the Jarzynski-Crooks identity (5.18) can be obtained. This enables the estimation
of free energy differences using nonequilibrium simulation without time discretiza-
tion error. The discrete equality (5.46) below may be seen as an extension of
the corresponding equality obtained for transitions associated with time-dependent
Hamiltonians and performed with Metropolis-Hastings dynamics (see [10] and Re-
mark 4.5 in [35]).

For this purpose, we consider a discretization of the work W0,T using the in-
terpretation (5.15) of the work as the energy variation of the Hamiltonian part of
the Langevin dynamics. This leads to the following definition of the work at the
discrete level:

(5.42)

{
W0 = 0,

Wn+1 = Wn +H(qn+1, pn+3/4)−H(qn, pn+1/4),

for n = 0 . . . NT − 1. This work discretization leads to a Jarzynski-Crooks identity
without time discretization error.

Theorem 5.5 (Discrete Jarzynski-Crooks fluctuation identity). Consider the dis-
tribution μΣξ,vξ

(z(t),ż(t)) and its normalization Zz(t),ż(t) defined in (2.15). Denote by

{qn, pn}0≤n≤NT
the solution of the forward discretized Langevin dynamics (5.30)-

(5.31)-(5.32) with initial conditions distributed according to

(5.43) (q0, p0) ∼ μ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(t0),

z(t1)−z(t0)
Δt

)(dq dp),
and by {qb,n′

, pb,n
′}0≤n′≤NT

the solution of the discretized backward Langevin dy-
namics (5.36)-(5.37)-(5.38) distributed according to

(5.44) (qb,0, pb,0) ∼ μ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(tNT

),
z(tNT +1)−z(tNT

)

Δt

)(dq dp).
Then, the following Jarzynski-Crooks identity holds on [0, NT ]: for any bounded
discrete path functional ϕ[0,NT ],

(5.45)
Z
z(NT ),

z(tNT +1)−z(tNT
)

Δt

Z
z(t0),

z(t1)−z(t0)
Δt

=
E

(
ϕ[0,NT ] ({qn, pn}0≤n≤NT

) e−βWNT
)

E

(
ϕr
[0,NT ] ({qb,n

′ , pb,n′}0≤n′≤NT
)
) ,

where Wn is computed according to (5.42), and ( · )r denotes the composition with
the operation of time reversal of paths:

(5.46) ϕr
[0,NT ]

(
{qb,n′

, pb,n
′}0≤n′≤NT

)
= ϕ[0,NT ]

(
{qb,NT−n, pb,NT−n}0≤n≤NT

)
.

The (formal) consistency of the work discretization (5.42) in the time continuous
limit is a direct consequence of the work expression (5.15). Free energy estimators
based on the identity (5.45) are obtained as described in Section 5.4.4. Let us
emphasize once again that there is no error related to the finiteness of the time-
step Δt in this estimator, and that the only source of approximation is due to the
statistical error.

Proof. With a slight abuse of notation, we denote in the same way the random
variables (qn, pn), (qb,n, pb,n), etc. in (5.30)-(5.31)-(5.32) or (5.36)-(5.37)-(5.38),
and the integration variables in the definition of probability distributions. We
divide the proof into three steps.
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Step 1. The phase space conservation of Φn and Φb,n′
and the reversibility prop-

erty (5.39) imply

(5.47)

δΦn(qn,pn+1/4)(dq
n+1 dpn+3/4) σ

Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn),

z(tn+1)−z(tn)

Δt

)(dqn dpn+1/4)

= δΦb,NT −n−1(qn+1,pn+3/4)(dq
n dpn+1/4)

× σ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn+1),

z(tn+2)−z(tn+1)

Δt

)(dqn+1 dpn+3/4).

Step 2. The probability distribution of pn+1/4 given (qn, pn) in the discretization
of the fluctuation-dissipation part (5.30) is denoted KOU(qn, pn, dpn+1/4). The
scheme (5.30) is a midpoint discretization of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which
can be rewritten by decomposing the orthogonal and tangential updates of the
momentum:

(5.48)

⎧⎨⎩p
n+1/4
‖ = pn‖ − Δt

4
γP (q

n)M−1
(
p
n+1/4
‖ + pn‖

)
+

√
Δt

2
σP (q

n)Gn,

p
n+1/4
⊥ = pn⊥,

where p‖ = PM (qn)p, and p⊥ = (Id−PM (qn))p. The Markov chain induced by the
parallel part of the momentum is the same as the one induced by the scheme (3.16)
(or (3.18)) defined in Section 3.2. The latter satisfies a detailed balance equation
(both in the plain sense and up to momentum reversal) with respect to the sta-

tionary measure κM−1

T∗
q Σ(z)(dp) defined by (3.19) (see Sections 2.3.2 and 3.3.5 in [35]).

We recall that this measure is defined as the kinetic probability distribution in the
momentum variable of the canonical distribution μT∗Σ(z)(dq dp) on the tangential
space, conditioned by a given q ∈ Σ(z). Adding the (invariant) orthogonal part of
the momentum, the following detailed balance condition is satisfied:

exp

(
−β

2
(pn)TM−1pn

)
KOU(qn, pn, dpn+1/4) σM−1

Σvξ(qn,·)

(
z(tn+1)−z(tn)

Δt

)(dpn)(5.49)

= exp

(
−β

2
(pn+1/4)TM−1pn+1/4

)
KOU(qn, pn+1/4, dpn)

× σM−1

Σvξ(qn,·)

(
z(tn+1)−z(tn)

Δt

)(dpn+1/4).

Step 3. Denote by Kf(qn, pn; dqn+1, dpn+1/4, dpn+3/4, dpn+1) the probability dis-
tribution of the variables (qn+1, pn+1/4, pn+3/4, pn+1) given the variables (qn, pn) in

the scheme (5.30)-(5.31)-(5.32); and by Kb(qb,n
′
, pb,n

′
; dqb,n

′+1, dpb,n
′+1/4,

dpb,n
′+3/4, dpb,n

′+1) the probability distribution of the variables (qb,n
′+1, pb,n

′+1/4,

pb,n
′+3/4, pb,n

′+1) given the variables (qb,n
′
, pb,n

′
) in the scheme (5.36)-(5.37)-(5.38).

The splitting structure yields:

Kf,n(qn, pn; dqn+1 dpn+1/4 dpn+3/4 dpn+1)

= KOU(qn+1, pn+3/4, dpn+1)δΦn(qn,pn+1/4)(dq
n+1 dpn+3/4)KOU(qn, pn, dpn+1/4),

as well as

Kb,n′
(qb,n

′
, pb,n

′
; dqb,n

′+1 dpb,n
′+1/4 dpb,n

′+3/4 dpb,n
′+1)

= KOU(qb,n
′+1, pb,n

′+3/4, dpb,n
′+1)δΦb,n′ (qb,n′ ,pb,n′+1/4)(dq

b,n′+1 dpb,n
′+3/4)

×KOU(qb,n
′
, pb,n

′
, dpb,n

′+1/4).
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Combining the detailed balance conditions (5.47) and (5.49) of Steps 1 and 2, and
using the decomposition (2.24) of phase space measures, it follows that

e−β(H(qn+1,pn+3/4)−H(qn,pn+1/4))Kf,n(qn, pn; dqn+1 dpn+1/4 dpn+3/4 dpn+1)

× e−βH(qn,pn)σ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn),

z(tn+1)−z(tn)

Δt

)(dqn dpn)
= Kb,NT−n−1(qn+1, pn+1; dqn dpn+3/4 dpn+1/4 dpn)

× e−βH(qn+1,pn+1)σ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(tn+1),

z(tn+2)−z(tn+1)

Δt

)(dqn+1 dpn+1),

which can be seen as the Jarzynski-Crooks identity over one time-step. Iterating
the argument, it is easy to obtain:

e−βWNT
Kf,0(q0, p0; dq1 dp1/4 dp3/4 dp1) . . .

Kf,NT−1(qNT−1, pNT−1; dqNT dpNT−3/4 dpNT−1/4 dpNT )

× e−βH(q0,p0)σ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(t0),

z(t1)−z(t0)
Δt

)(dq0 dp0)
= Kb,NT−1(q1, p1; dq0 dp3/4 dp1/4 dp0) . . .

Kb,0(qNT , pNT ; dqNT−1 dpNT−1/4 dpNT−3/4 dpNT−1)

× e−βH(qNT ,pNT )σ
Σξ,vξ

(
z(tNT

),
z(tNT +1)−z(tNT

)

Δt

)(dqNT dpNT ),

which yields (5.45). �

5.5. The overdamped limit. The splitting scheme (5.30)-(5.31)-(5.32) can be
used in the overdamped regime, using the method of Proposition 3.6, i.e., by choos-
ing

(5.50)
Δt

4
γ = M =

Δt

2
Id,

which implies γP = 2PT
MPM and σP = 2√

β
PM . For this choice of parameters, the

continuous limit of the numerical scheme is the following variant of the stochastic
differential equation (3.23):

(5.51)

⎧⎨⎩dqt = −∇V (qt) dt+

√
2

β
dWt +∇ξ(qt) dλ

od
t ,

ξ(qt) = z(t),

where λod
t is an adapted stochastic process such that ξ(qt) = z(t). We then ob-

tain the following Jarzynski-Crooks relation for discretized overdamped dynamics,
without time discretization error.

Proposition 5.6. Suppose that the relation (5.50) is satisfied. With a slight abuse
of notation, the mass matrix and the friction matrix are rewritten as M Id and γ Id
with M,γ ∈ R. Then the splitting scheme (5.30)-(5.31)-(5.32) yields the following
Euler discretization of the overdamped Langevin constrained dynamics (5.51):

(5.52)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩qn+1 = qn −Δt∇V (qn) +

√
2Δt

β
Gn +∇ξ(qn)λn+1

od ,

ξ(qn+1) = z(tn+1),
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where (Gn)n≥0 are independent and identically distributed centered and normalized
Gaussian variables, and (λn

od)n≥1 are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the
constraints (ξ(qn) = z(tn))0≤n≤NT

. In the same way, the backward process (5.36)-
(5.37)-(5.38) yields the following Euler scheme:

(5.53)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩qb,n
′+1 = qb,n

′ −Δt∇V (qb,n
′
) +

√
2Δt

β
Gb,n′

+∇ξ(qb,n
′
)λb,n′+1

od ,

ξ(qb,n
′+1) = z(tNT−n′−1).

Consider the work update

(5.54)

⎧⎨⎩W0 = 0,

Wn+1 = Wn + V (qn+1)− V (qn) +
1

Δt

(∣∣∣pn+3/4
∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣pn+1/4

∣∣∣2) ,

for n = 0 . . . NT − 1, where⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
2pn+1/4 =

√
2Δt

β
P (qn)Gn +∇ξ(qn)G−1(qn) (z(tn+1)− z(tn)) ,

2λn+1/2 = λn+1
od −G−1(qn) (z(tn+1)− z(tn)) +

√
2Δt

β
G−1(qn)∇ξ(qn)TGn,

with G = ∇ξT∇ξ, and the scheme (5.52) is rewritten as

(5.55)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pn+1/2 = pn+1/4 − Δt

2
∇V (qn) +∇ξ(qn)λn+1/2,

qn+1 = qn + 2pn+1/2,

ξ(qn+1) = z(tn+1), (Cq),

pn+3/4 = pn+1/2 − Δt

2
∇V (qn+1) +∇ξ(qn+1)λn+3/4,

∇ξ(qn+1)T pn+3/4 =
z(tn+2)− z(tn+1)

2
, (Cp).

Then the Jarzynski-Crooks relation (5.45) holds under the assumptions (5.43) and
(5.44) on the initial conditions of the schemes (5.52) and (5.53), respectively.

The proof is a direct consequence of the reformulation of (5.52) into (5.55), and
a direct application of Theorem 5.5 with the parameters (5.50).

Note that the free energy estimator

(5.56) F (z(T )) = − 1

β
lnE

(
e−β[WNT +CNT (qNT )]

)
,

based on the work (5.54) and the corrector
(5.57)

Cn(q) =
1

2β
ln
(
detG(q)

)
− Δt

4

(
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)T

G−1(q)

(
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)
is exact (there is no time discretization error). This free energy estimator can be
seen as a variant of the estimator proposed in [34], which was derived directly for
the scheme (5.52), and reads (up to an unimportant additive constant):

(5.58) F (z(T )) � − 1

β
lnE

(
e−β[W̃NT +C̃(qNT )]

)
,
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where the work is defined as

(5.59)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
W̃0 = 0,

W̃n+1 − W̃n =

(
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt

)T

λ̃n+1
od ,

with

λ̃n+1
od = 2λn+1/2 = λn+1

od −G−1(qn)(z(tn+1)− z(tn)) +

√
2Δt

β
G−1(qn)∇ξ(qn)TGn,

and the modified corrector is defined without the kinetic energy term:

(5.60) C̃(q) =
1

2β
ln
(
detG(q)

)
.

There is a bias due to the time discretization error in the estimator (5.58), which
can be removed upon following the procedure described in Proposition 5.6.

It can be checked that the three free energy estimators introduced above, namely
(5.58)-(5.59) (based on the direct discretization of the overdamped dynamics pro-
posed in [34]), (5.56)-(5.40) (which uses the Lagrange multipliers to approximate
the work) and (5.56)-(5.54) (based on the discrete Jarzynski equality) are consistent
in the limit Δt → 0; see [36, Section 5.5.2].

5.6. Numerical illustration. We present some free energy profiles obtained with
nonequilibrium switching dynamics for the model system and the parameters de-
scribed in Section 4.4. The switching schedule reads

z(t) = zmin + (zmax − zmin)
t

T

with zmin = −0.1 and zmax = 1.1. The time-step is Δt = 0.01. The initial
conditions are obtained by first subsampling a constrained dynamics with ξ(q) =
zmin and vξ(q, p) = 0, with a time spacing Tsample = 1; and then adding the required

component∇ξ(q)G−1
M ż(0) to the momentum variable (with ż(0) = (zmax−zmin)/T ).

In the specific case at hand, the corrector term (1.18) is constant, and free en-
ergies differences are equal to differences of rigid free energies. The dynamics used
to integrate the nonequilibrium dynamics is based on a splitting strategy, analo-
gous to (5.30)-(5.31)-(5.32), except that the midpoint integration of the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck part is replaced by an exact integration for the unconstrained dynamics,
followed by a projection. This can be done here since we choose a friction matrix of
the form γ Id (recall also that M = Id). More precisely, the corresponding scheme
is obtained by replacing (5.30) (and likewise for (5.32)) with

p̃n+1/4 = αpn +

√
1− α2

β
Gn,

where α = e−γΔt, and setting pn+1/4 = p̃n+1/4+λn+1/4∇ξ(qn) with λn+1/4 chosen
such that

∇ξ(qn)TM−1pn+1/4 =
z(tn+1)− z(tn)

Δt
.

Figure 3 presents estimates obtained with M independent realizations of the
switching dynamics for different switching times T , using the estimator presented
in Section 5.4.4 with the work discretization (5.40). In all cases, the product MT is
kept constant. The free energy profile becomes closer to the reference curve as T is
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Figure 3. Free energy profiles. The top curve corresponds to
T = 1 with M = 105, while the two other curves were obtained for
T = 10 with M = 104 and T = 100 with M = 103 (smoothest
curve).

increased, and the profile obtained for T = 100 is in excellent agreement with the
result obtained with thermodynamic integration. When the switching time is small,
more realizations should be considered to reduce the statistical errors and obtain
estimates in better agreement with the reference profile. The fact that the variance
is very large when the switching time T is too small is a well-known drawback of
estimators based on the Jarzynski-Crooks identity; see the review in Sections 4.1.4
and 4.1.5 in [35]. Roughly speaking, the difficulty is related to the fact that the
free energy difference is obtained as an average of exp(−βW), which requires a very
good sampling of the small values of the work W . As T decreases, the width of
the work distribution increases and the low tail part is more and more difficult to
sample. Improved estimates can be obtained with estimators based on combinations
of forward and backward trajectories; see for instance [41] and Section 4.2 in [35].
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